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ACC DISTRIBUTES FOR A WIDE RANGE OF PUBLISHERS:

5 Continents Editions

13 Things Ltd.

24 ORE Cultura

ACC Art Books
ACC Editions
ACR Edition
America’s Greatest Brands
Andrea Monfried Editions
Antique Collectors’ Club
Archetype Books
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
Art of Publishing Ltd.
Artpower International Publishers
ArtPostAsia
Artmedia
Ashmolean Museum Publications
Astrostyle Publishing
av edition GmbH

Bauer and Dean Publishers
Ben Uri Gallery & Museum
Beta-Plus Publishing
Books & Projects

Callwey Verlag
Cannibal/Hannibal
Carlton Books Ltd. 
Chameleon Books
Circa
Congedo

David Messum
Diane de Selliers
Delius Klasing

Ediciones El Viso
Ediciones El Viso America
Edition Lammerhuber
Editions Cercle d’Art
Editions du Chêne
Editions Gourcuff Gradenigo
Editions Norma
Editemos
Emons Verlag
E/P/A

Fine Arts Society/Atelier Books
Floating World Editions
Forma Edizioni
Foster + Partners
Franco Cosimo Panini

Gallimard
Gambero Rosso
Garden Art Press
Glitterati Editions
Grayson Publishing
Grupo Peñín
Guido Tomassi Editore

Hali Publications
Heel Verlag
Hoxton Mini Press
Hudson Hills Press

Images Publishing Group

Jaico Publishing House
Johan & Levi
John Adamson

KMW Studio

Lannoo Publishers
Lange Uhren
LACMA
Luster
Lyon Artbooks

M. Shafik Gabr
Macklowe Gallery
Mandragora
Mapin Publishing
Marquand Books
Merrick & Day
Monaco Books
Museum of Brands

National Galleries of Scotland
National Museums of Scotland
New Cavendish
Niyogi Books

Officina Libraria

Orchid Press
Papadakis Publisher
Pointed Leaf Press

Quart Architektur

Red Dot
Richard Dennis
Ridgewood Publishing LLC
River Books
Roli Books
Rovakada

Scala Arts Publishers Inc.
Scripta Maneant Editori
Shannongrove Press
ShareThatQuote.com
Shinkenchiku-sha Co., Ltd
Sieveking
Spacemaker Press
Stichting Kunstboek

The Artist Book Foundation
The Marg Foundation
Third Millennium Publishing/Profile 
Editions
This Side Up
Tongji University Press

Urban Jürgensen

Vadehra Art Gallery
Vendange Press
Verlag Kettler
Vinci Editons
Visionary World

Waanders & de Kunst
WBooks
Wartski 
Watchprint
Winterthur Museum
Wonderland

Publishers marked in bold are new  
for this season. 
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Sales and Marketing:
ACC Art Books, 6 West 18th Street, 4 B, New York, NY. 10011 
Tel: (212) 645-1111 Fax: (716) 242-4911
Email: ussales@accartbooks.com  
www.accartbooks.com/us
Press inquiries please contact:  ussales@accartbooks.com

Please send all orders to:
National Book Network
Tel: (800) 462-6420 
or 
(717) 794-3800 (option 3)
Fax: (800) 338-4550
By email: customercare@nbnbooks.com
By mail: 
NBN Customer Service, 15200 NBN Way, Blue Ridge Summit, PA, 17214

All prices, illustrations, format, availability dates, and content quoted are correct at time of going to 
press and are subject to alteration without notice. 
For full bibliographical details of all books, please go to our website: www.accartbooks.com/us 
Front cover and back cover image ©anoukmassonkrantz taken from West: The American Cowboy by 
Anouk Masson Krantz, ISBN 9781864708394, published by The Images Publishing Group. See page 
2 for full details. 

USA
New York City
ACC Art Books
6 West 18th Street, 4B
New York NY 10011
Tel: 212-645-1111
Fax: 716-242-4911
Email: ussales@accartbooks.com
www.accartbooks.com/us

New England
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 
Rhode Island, Vermont 
Zach Goss
93 Roland Street
Cumberland, RI   02864
P:  774 644 7374
F: 716 242 4911
E: zgoss@dapinc.com

New York, New Jersey and Western Pennsylvania
Chesapeake & Hudson, Inc.
115 West Potomac Street
Brunswick, MD   21716
T: 800 231 4469
F: 800 307 5163
E: office@cheshud.com

Mid-Western States
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, 
South Dakota, Wisconsin
Abraham Associates
5120a Cedar Lake Rd.
St. Louis Park, MN 55416 
T: (952) 927-7920 
F: (952) 927-8089
Customer Service (toll-free): (800) 701-2489
E: info@aabookreps.com

Western States
Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, 
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, 
Washington, Wyoming
Faherty & Associates
7150 SW Hampton Street, Suite 109
Portland, OR 97223
T: 503-639-3113
F: 503-598-9850
E: faherty@fahertybooks.com

Mid Atlantic & Southern States
Delaware, Maryland, Eastern Pennsylvania, Washington, 
DC, Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, Oklahoma, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia
Mark Pearson
4028 Livingston Pl.
Durham, NC   27707
P: 617 480 1709
F: 716 242 4911
E: mpearson@dapinc.com

CANADA
Canadian Manda Group
664 Annette Street
Toronto, ON, M6S 2C8
T: 416-516-0911
F: 416-516-0917
E: info@mandagroup.com
www.mandagroup.com

SPECIAL MARKETS
ACC Art Books
6 West 18th Street, 4B,
New York, NY 10011
T: 212-645-1111
F: 716-242-4911
E: ussales@accartbooks.com

Gift Sales Representation:
California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, 
Colorado, Wyoming, Hawaii
Stephen Young
LA Mart
Address: 1933 S Broadway # 830
Los Angeles, CA 90007
T: (213) 748-8814

Gift Sales Representation:
Maine, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont, 
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, 
Kentucky, Washington DC, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, 
Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, 
South Dakota, North Dakota
The Harper Group
230 5th Avenue Suite 311
New York, NY 10001
T: 212-868-1802
F: 212-868-1806
sales@harpergroup.com 

Gift Sales Representation:
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Kansas
GoetzInc. World Trade
2050 North Stemmons Freeway
211 World Trade Center
Dallas, TX   75207
T: 214-744-4693
F: 214-748-8461
E: salesWTC@goetzinc.com 

Gift Sales Representation:
Washington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho, Alaska
Nolita Home & Beauty 
200 SW Michigan Street, Suite 212
Seattle, WA. 98106
T: 206-768-0941
F: 206-768-0943
info@nolitahomeandbeauty.com

Gift Sales Representation:
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Tennessee
Mark Pearson
4028 Livingston Pl.
Durham, NC   27707
P: 617 480 1709
F: 716 242 4911
E: mpearson@dapinc.com

Sales Inquiries
ACC Art Books
T: 212-645-1111
F: 716-242-4911 
E: ussales@accartbooks.com

Press Inquiries
ACC Art Books
T: 212-645-1111
F: 716-242-4911
E: ussales@accartbooks.com

Ordering Information
National Book Network
Tel: (800) 462-6420 
or 
T: (717) 794-3800 (option 3)
F: (800) 338-4550
By email: customercare@nbnbooks.com
By mail:  NBN Customer Service, 15200 NBN Way, Blue 
Ridge Summit, PA, 17214

Edelweiss users will find us on the home page under 
National Book Network.

REPRESENTATIVES & AGENTS
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9781788840323
ACC Art Books
11.25 x 12.75in.
288pp., 51 col., 120b.&w.
October 2019
$65.00/CDN$88.00
Hardcover

A glorious oversized 
photographic tribute to 
the beloved star, style icon, 
and devoted humanitarian 
by photographers Norman 
Parkinson, Milton Greene, 
Douglas Kirkland, Lawrence 
Fried, Terry O’Neill and  
Eva Sereny.

Always Audrey
Six Iconic Photographers. One Legendary 
Star.
Edited by Iconic Images, Introduction by Terence Pepper, 
Foreword by Patricia Bosworth

Audrey Hepburn once said “I never thought I’d land in pictures with a face like 
mine.” Nothing could be further from the truth. As one of the 20th century’s 
most loved icons, her face is instantly recognizable the world over.

Here, for the first time, ACC Art Books and Iconic Images proudly present 
the work of six wonderful photographers - Norman Parkinson, Milton H. 
Greene, Douglas Kirkland, Lawrence Fried, Terry O’Neill and Eva Sereny - who 
were fortunate enough to capture the star at different moments of her life. 
In addition, former Curator of Photographs for the National Portrait Gallery, 
London, and co-curator of the Audrey Hepburn: Portraits of an Icon exhibition, 
Terence Pepper, opens up his personal archive of vintage press prints, making 
this ode to Hepburn truly unique.
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9781864708394
The Images Publishing Group
11 x 14in.
264pp., 137 b.&w.
September 2019
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Hardcover

Celebrating an American 
archetype in extraordinary 
duotone photographs that 
document the real lives of 
ranching families, rodeo royalty, 
and country western culture.

West
The American Cowboy
Anouk Masson Krantz 

The rolling prairies and ranch communities of the great heartland of America’s 
West may be a long way from New York City, but renowned photographer 
Anouk Masson Krantz has clocked up many thousands of miles over several 
years exploring and capturing in rich photographic detail the compelling worlds 
of the American cowboy/cowgirl, championship rodeo arenas, ranch life and 
farming communities of this slice of the United States. 

Set out in a beautiful large-format book, the pages within are filled with 
Krantz’s magnificent duotone images of an extraordinary group of people and 
their lives, and in their own words, express their great love of family, tradition 
and work ethic, their great pride and affinity with their animals, and the rich 
culture of rodeo and country western music. 

Earning wide acclaim for her fine art work exhibited in galleries and published 
in the bestselling Wild Horses of Cumberland Island ISBN 9781864707427 
(2017), also by IMAGES, West: The American Cowboy is another intimate study 
of the American character and their sense of place, and is a unique collection 
of works brought together by this award-winning photographer and storyteller.
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9781864708387
The Images Publishing Group
15 x 10.75in.
218pp., 100 col.
September 2019
$85.00/CDN$115.00
Hardcover

Features more than 100  
detailed and atmospheric 
photographs of tornadoes, 
lightning, dust storms, and 
clouds taken during four 
decades of personal trips  
to the Great Plains and  
during six seasons of chasing 
storms from 1977 to 2019.

Fierce Beauty
Storms of the Great Plains
Eric Meola

Eric Meola became interested in storms during a 1977 road trip across 
Nevada to photograph an album cover for musician Bruce Springsteen. While 
driving on a long dirt road in the desert they encountered a violent storm, 
and Springsteen wrote a song about the experience called ‘The Promised 
Land’. Meola was transfixed as well by the display of nature’s fury. 

Meola began to photograph the tornadic storms of the Great Plains – the 
area in America’s heartland west of the 98th meridian and east of the Rockies. 
Driving through the area known as Tornado Alley – from the Rio Grande in 
southern Texas, north to the Canadian provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan 
– he photographed a forbidding landscape where atmospheric instability 
collides with moisture from the Gulf of Mexico and spectacular cumulonimbus 
clouds form at twilight. Over a period of several years he documented a 
landscape of elemental forces, where immense storms percolate miles above 
the ground, rotating with energy until tornadoes spin on the horizon. And he 
discovered a country of haunting beauty where the wail of coyotes and the 
glow of constellations fill the prairie’s void with simple graces. 

Along with images of tornadoes, heat lightning, dust storms, and awesome 
cloud formations, there is a vivid description of a moment-by-moment 
close encounter with a cataclysmic tornado by renowned storm chaser and 
meteorologist William T. Reid.
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9781943876068
Glitterati Editions
12 x 9in.
160pp., 130 col.
September 2019
$65.00/CDN$88.00
Hardcover

Earth River Sky
A Journey Through Northern New 
Mexico
Rob Atkins

Georgia O’Keeffe once described her muse New Mexico as “more 
sky than earth”. But as photographer Rob Atkins discovered over two 
decades and twenty separate trips, beneath that cerulean stretch of 
ether, the golden sun spills across the sumptuous adobe architecture and 
the sound of the Rio Grande reverberates throughout the multifaceted 
geography of northern New Mexico.  Following in the footsteps of 
visionary artists, including Georgia O’Keeffe and Ansel Adams, Earth River 
Sky takes readers through the mesas, across the serpentine arcs of the 
Rio Grande, and between the shadows of vigas, or roof beams, laying on 
adobe walls of Santa Fe. Illuminating the profound beauty of New Mexico, 
Earth River Sky reveals the fundamental elements of earth, river, water, and 
light that form the sublime architecture and landscape of northern New 
Mexico.

9781943876082
Glitterati Editions
9.75 x 12.5in.
128pp., 1 col., 54 b.&w.
September 2019
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Hardcover

Northern Plains Native Americans
A Modern Wet Plate Perspective
Shane Balkowitsch
North Dakotan Shane Balkowitsch’s first personal camera was not an 
Instamatic Kodak or a point-and-shoot Nikon, but rather a large format wet 
plate camera. As a self-taught ‘image-maker’ and one of the fewer than 1,000 
wet plate collodion artists practicing around the world, Balkowitsch has fully 
devoted himself to mastering the obsolete photographic technology. 

Northern Plains Native Americans presents a selection from Balkowitsch’s 
photographic project which aims to capture 1000 wet plate portraits of 
Native Americans. Balkowitsch pays homage to his home state and its Native 
American heritage and culture.  

Over two decades and twenty 
separate visits in the making, 
Earth River Sky highlights the 
distinct and unparalleled beauty 
of northern New Mexico that 
distinguishes it from the rest of 
the country.

First in a planned five-volume series of 1000 Plains 
Indians portraits by Shane Balkovitsch (Hidatsa) using 
a photographic technique developed in 1843. 
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9781788840361
ACC Art Books
10 x 10in.
368pp., 167 col., 118 b.&w.
October 2019
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover

The Essential Marilyn Monroe
Milton H. Greene: 50 Sessions
Joshua Greene

Milton H. Greene (1922-1985) met Marilyn Monroe on a photo shoot for 
Look magazine in 1953.  The pair quickly became close friends and ultimately 
business partners. By the time their relationship had ended in 1957, the pair 
had produced two feature films, in addition to more than 5,000 photographs 
of the iconic beauty. Greene passed in 1985, thinking his life’s work was 
succumbing to the ravages of time. His eldest son, Joshua, began a journey to 
restore his father’s legacy. 

Now Joshua Greene, in conjunction with Iconic Images, presents The Essential 
Marilyn Monroe: Milton H. Greene, 50 Sessions. These sessions cover Monroe at 
the height of her meteoric fame.  From film-sets to the bedroom, at home and 
at play, Joshua has curated a lasting tribute to the work of a great photographer 
and his greatest muse.

9781788840347
ACC Art Books
9.25 x 11in.
120pp., 60 b.&w.
August 2019
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover

Out of the Shadows
Marcus Leatherdale: Photographs 
New York City 1980-1992
Marcus Leatherdale, Carlo McCorrmick, Claudia 
Summers, Paul Bridgewater

Hindsight may twist our memories, but a photograph never lies. It tells us 
precisely what a photographer sees – and there was little Leatherdale didn’t 
see of the Eighties New York art scene. Leatherdale’s anthology is flush with 
intimate shots of the 1980s In Crowd, paying homage to a past generation of 
celebrities. The young subjects who stand before Leatherdale’s camera think 
themselves immortal, ageless. And in a sense, they were right. While their 
limelight might’ve faded, and many of these beloved icons – Warhol, Tina Chow, 
Keith Haring, John Sex and International Chrysis, to name a few – have passed 
away, the legendary glamor of the Eighties lives on.

A beautiful trade edition of the 2017 bestseller 
(ISBN: 9781851498673).

New York’s 1980s “In Crowd” with 
portraits of Andy Warhol, Divine, Kathy 
Aker, and many more.
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9789492081834
Hannibal
11.5 x 11.5in.
204pp., 
June 2019
$59.00/CDN$80.00
Hardcover, English, French, Dutch

Belgicum
Stephan Vanfleteren. Text by David Van Reybrouck

Belgicum is a photo project about Belgium. It is not an objective representation of 
a country but rather a subjective photographic document in black and white. It’s a 
journey of exploration into a small country in the heart of Europe, at the turn of the 
centuries.

More than fifteen years Vanfleteren has wandered through and hunted in the 
‘Belgicum’ territories, guided by emotion and by the love for his homeland. He made 
a journey through a scarred land, in search of the irretrievable identity of a country 
with the melancholic soul of an old nation.

Over the past ten years, over 11,000 copies were sold of this international bestseller. 
Belgicum grew out to be a reference work in the Belgian history of photography. On 
the occasion of the tenth birthday of this cult book, it is being reprinted.

9781788840613
ACC Art Books
7.5 x 9in.
176pp., 
October 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover

Sex Pistols
Christmas in Huddersfield 25-12-1977. 
The Last UK Performance
Kevin Cummins

On Christmas Day 1977, the Sex Pistols played their final UK gig. Kevin 
Cummins was the only professional photographer to document the event. 

By the end of 1977, the Sex Pistols had been banned from virtually every 
town in Britain. But at Ivanho’s nightclub in Huddersfield they found a 
receptive audience. They played two charity gigs on Christmas Day, raising 
money for the families of striking firemen. With Kevin Cummins in their 
midst, the Sex Pistols thundered through their set list. Forget the lurid 
headlines, and the righteous outrage: this was the real Sex Pistols, playing 
from the heart. 

A reprint of Stephan Vanfleteren’s Belgicum on 
occasion of this masterpieces’ tenth birthday.

Previously unpublished photographs of the Sex 
Pistols’ final UK gig taken by Kevin Cummins, 
pre-eminent photographer of British bands.
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9780999243053
Glitterati Editions
10 x 12in.
224pp., 28 col., 247 b.&w.
July 2019
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Hardcover

Street
Photographs Phil Penman

”I’ve always thought New York was kind of a living thing in itself.”  - Phil Penman. 

World-renowned, English-born photographer Phil Penman has kept his fingers 
on the pulse of New York City for over two decades, pounding the pavement 
on the frenzied streets as a paparazzo to capture the decisive moment. From 
three-day stakeouts at McDonald’s to constant clashes with law enforcement, 
Penman’s anecdotes and unfiltered insights take readers behind the flashing 
lights, allowing insider access into the mad-dash lives of the paparazzi and what 
it takes to get the perfect shot. With years of chasing the celebrity buzz all 
around New York City, Penman has also witnessed and documented all that 
the city has to offer, from its sublime urban landscape to the local personalities 
and their unapologetic idiosyncrasy. Street offers an encompassing overview of 
Penman’s versatile oeuvre with all its glamor and grit. 

9780999243077
G Arts
6.5 x 8.25in.
256pp., 
July 2019
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Hardcover

New York City Anonymous
Photographs/2008-2018
Craig Bagno

New Yorker Craig Bagno still gets asked if he’s a tourist and for good reason: 
he hasn’t left his apartment without a camera slung around his neck in almost 
a decade. From 2008 to 2018, he’s focused his lens to capture the light and 
loneliness in New York City as a way to distill moments of quietude and spaces 
of solitude. In his signature style, Bagno assumes the perspective of a passer-
by, a shadowy apparition in the crowded streets, often depicting people from 
behind, lending a particularly melancholy look at the world’s greatest city. With 
a sense of fascination for the mundane and sensitivity for the minutiae, Bagno 
provides an unfiltered, nuanced glimpse into the city beyond myths, lores, and 
fantasies in his publishing debut, New York City Anonymous, revealing the beauty 
in solitude.

An original book of photographs by Phil 
Penman who has documented the NYC streets 
for over 25 years, capturing celebrities, street 
personalities, and the general landscape of the 
world’s greatest city.

A meditation on solitude in one of the world’s 
busiest cities by a new talent in photography.
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9782376712008
E/P/A
10.75 x 14in.
240pp., 178 col., 4b.&w.
October 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

Notre-Dame is one of the 
most visited monuments in 
Europe. Following the terrible 
fire of April 2019, E/P/A are 
reprinting this title, allocating a 
portion of the proceeds to the 
reconstruction.

Notre-Dame de Paris
The Eternal Cathedral
Claude Gauvard, Joël Laiter

“The saints were his friends, and blessed him; the monsters were his 
friends, and guarded him.” – Victor Hugo, The Hunchback of Notre-Dame

Notre-Dame de Paris, for 800 years the heart and soul of the City of 
Lights, was ravaged by fire in April 2019. Since then, people from all over 
the world have rallied to help restore this extraordinary place.
To participate in this effort, E/P/A is reissuing Notre-Dame de Paris: 
The Eternal Cathedral and will contribute a portion of sales to its 
reconstruction.
With glorious, detailed color photographs and many historical illustrations, 
this book is expertly written by a noted French historian and will be for 
many a keepsake of this place of universal devotion.
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Screen Time
Dafydd Jones

Almost everyone uses a smart phone, 
and most of us are addicted. In this 
book, society photographer Dafydd 
Jones shows us just how pervasive our 
screen addiction has become. In almost 
every social situation, he shows how the 
smart phone has killed conversation and 
changed the way we look at each other 
and the world. 

Screen Time explores a variety of social 
situations, from the mundane to the 
exalted, and features celebrities, actors, 
models and even the occasional princess 
– all glued to their phones.

Abandoned Places
Abkhazia Edition
Henk Van Rensbergen

While his crew is resting at the pool, 
pilot, photographer, and urban explorer 
pioneer Henk van Rensbergen explores 
deserted city palaces, overgrown factories 
or desolate areas of nature, finding 
beauty in the decay. This engaging book 
of photographs, a revised edition with 
over 50% new material, wanders through 
abandoned places, including Abkhazia, a 
break-away region bordering Georgia 
and Russia and the newest must-visit for 
every urban explorer. 

“Haunting photographs” - The Wall Street 
Journal

Römer + Römer
Burning Man/Electric 
Sky
Torsten + Nina Römer

What began as a small bonfire on a 
beach in San Francisco in 1986 has 
evolved into a cultural phenomenon of 
epic proportions – Burning Man – in 
the Black Rock Desert, Nevada. At the 
end of August every year, around 70,000 
people come together at Black Rock 
City, a temporary city in the desert that 
exists only for eight days. The event, 
which features hundreds of interactive art 
installations and performances, culminates 
in the burning of the “Man”, a 40-feet 
tall effigy that is the centerpiece of the 
celebration.

In 2017, the Berlin artist couple Römer + 
Römer traveled to Nevada to take part in 
the event. They subsequently converted 
their photos of the festival into a series of 
striking large-format panel paintings that 
capture the essence of Burning Man.

9781911422280
Circa
8.25 x 6.25in.
160pp., 90 col.
September 2019
$19.95/CDN$26.95
Hardcover

9789401461511
Lannoo Publishers
7.5 x 5in.
160pp., 120 col., 50 b.&w.
August 2019
$22.50/CDN$30.50
Hardcover

9783862067237
Verlag Kettler
11.75 x 9.25in.
80pp., 35 col.
Available
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover, English, German
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Once Upon a Time in 
Brick Lane
Paul Trevor

One of the lesser-known though 
nevertheless brilliant members of 
British photography Paul Trevor has an 
impressive collection of documentary 
photos of this iconic corner of London. 
Brick Lane is, perhaps, one of the most 
photographed streets in the East End, 
yet these elegant black and whites taken 
in the ‘70s, ‘80s and ‘90s capture a lost 
era full of surprise, joy and humanity. This 
is street photography in the very best 
tradition of Cartier Bresson.

Portrait of Humanity
200 Photographs that 
Capture the Changing 
Face of Our World
Various

Following the success of their annual 
competition ‘Portrait of Britain’, 1854 
Media have launched an exciting global 
project in collaboration with Magnum 
Photos and the Guardian. ‘Portrait of 
Humanity’ invites photographers of 
every level to capture the many faces 
of humanity; to document the universal 
expressions of life – laughter, courage, 
moments of reflection, journeys to work, 
first hellos, last goodbyes, and everything 
in between. The resulting photobook 
contains 200 images selected by a panel 
of experts from around the world that 
together create a unified, global portrait 
of humanity.  

The Art of Optical 
Illusion
Pierre & Agata Toromanoff

An optical illusion confuses the eye by 
pretending to be something it isn’t. It both 
misleads and deceives the brain, which is 
trying to make sense of the information 
the eye is sending. 

This book presents a selection of brain-
bending optical illusions featuring graphic 
art and photography by 60 artists, and 
includes an overview of the history of 
optical illusions in art.

9781910566503
Hoxton Mini Press
10 x 7.75in.
160pp., 70 b.&w.
October 2019
$29.95/CDN$39.95
Hardcover

9781910566527
Hoxton Mini Press
6 x 7.75in.
336pp., 147 col., 53 b.&w.
August 2019
$30.00/CDN$40.00
Hardcover

9789401461535
Lannoo Publishers
7 x 9.5in.
192pp., 150 col., 40 b.&w.
September 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover
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9781910566510
Hoxton Mini Press
11.25 x 9.25in.
128pp., 82 col.
August 2019
$40.00/CDN$50.00
Hardcover

Funland
A Visual Tour of the British Seaside
Rob Ball 

From Blackpool to Brighton, the pastel colors, faded arcades and 
worn-out carpets of British coastal towns evoke a particular nostalgia. 
With the changing tides of the British political landscape these 
traditional resorts appear fragile and some are falling into disrepair. 
Nevertheless, some are thriving and all retain a special charm and 
retro appeal. Shooting for more than a decade since 2009, Rob Ball 
has documented over thirty-five coastal towns. His images serve as a 
record of a unique culture that is at risk of disappearing forever.

9781910566602
Hoxton Mini Press
7 x 6.25in.
144pp., 120 col.
October 2019
$19.95/CDN$26.95
Hardcover

Launderama
London’s Launderettes
Joshua Blackburn

Photographer Joshua Blackburn has made it his mission to 
photograph every laundromat in London (for a total of more than 
400). As high streets grow ever more homogeneous, these are 
one of the few businesses that retain their striking individuality. But 
they’re an endangered species as many close every year across the 
UK. The colors, signs, machines, surfaces and geometry of these 
spaces are irresistible and this new book features more than 100 
images that capture the colorful design and community spirit of 
the humble launderette.

Richly detailed photos capture the candy-floss 
colors and faded charm of Britain’s seaside 
holiday havens. 

A colorful portrait of London’s much-loved 
but fading launderettes, washaterias, and 
coin washes. 
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9781910566480
Hoxton Mini Press
6 x 7.75in.
160pp., 79 col.
August 2019
$19.95/CDN$26.95
Hardcover

New Girl Order
Iain McKell

Photographer Iain McKell, well known for identifying emerging cultural trends, 
befriended a tribe of young female artists and spent two years documenting 
their lives in and around a shared warehouse in Tottenham, East London. His 
resulting photographs depict a hedonistic lifestyle of freedom and creativity 
co-created in an urban environment. Calling themselves ‘The Sisterhood’, the 
characters in McKell’s work form a fierce army of women with their own 
particular take on self-expression.

9781910566534
Hoxton Mini Press
6 x 7.75in.
128pp., 83 col.
August 2019
$22.95/CDN$30.95
Hardcover

The East End in Colour 1980 -1990
Tim Brown

Following the sell-out success of The East End in Colour 1960-1980, 
ISBN 9781910566312, this book by a new photographer, Tim Brown, 
continues from 1980 as the regeneration of the East End accelerates to an 
unprecedented degree. Brown, a driver on London Underground’s Central 
Line, spent his spare time photographing the city’s financial center and 
transport hubs, including the Docklands area just before the developers 
seized control of this vast industrial wasteland. His never-before-seen color 
images were discovered by photographer Chris Dorley-Brown who edited 
and curated both this book and David Granick’s The East End in Colour 
1960-1980. Like Granick’s photographs, Tim Brown’s book of understated 
(and never-before-seen) color images serves as a nostalgic record of a 
corner of the capital that has changed almost beyond recognition.

One man’s photos of East End London during one of the 
area’s most extraordinary decades of transformation.

A visual diary of “The Sisterhood,” a community of 
young women artists living together in an environment 
of total freedom.
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Just Yannis
Sir Harold Evans
Foreword by David Thomson

From the catastrophic upheavals of Arab 
Spring to the horrific war crimes against 
ethnic Albanians during the Kosovo War, 
internationally-acclaimed, Pulitzer Prize-
winning photojournalist Yannis Behrakis 
showed the world the best and the worst 
of humankind in turbulent times. For over 
three decades, Behrakis bore witness 
to the rubbles of destruction and chaos 
while never losing sight of humanity’s 
dignity and integrity. 

Behrakis died in March 2019 at the age of 
58. This book pays tribute to his life and 
legacy in his challenging – and beautiful – 
career-defining photographs.

War & Peace
Pierre Hazan, Jacques 
Berchtold and Nicolas 
Ducimetière
With a preface by Antonio 
Guterres, Secretary General 
of the United Nations

The Martin Bodmer Foundation, a Swiss 
institution in UNESCO’s ‘Memory of 
the World’ register, in partnership with 
the Red Cross and the United Nations 
Organization, is staging a show devoted 
to the contemporary realities of war and 
peace. The exhibition and its catalogue 
document the rise of conflict, war and 
the law, and the construction of peace.  
War & Peace brings together insights 
from literature, fine arts, anthropology, 
philosophy, psychoanalysis, law, and 
politics. Literary works, propaganda 
posters, photography, and archival 
documents illuminate the dialogue 
between humankind’s warlike nature and 
the desire for peace.

The Persecution of the 
Jews in Photographs
The Netherlands 
1940-1945
René Kok, Erik Somers

On 10 May 1940, the day of the German 
invasion, there were 140,000 Jewish 
inhabitants living in the Netherlands. 
The full extent of their terrible fate 
only became known after the war: at 
least 102,000 were murdered, died of 
mistreatment or were worked to death 
in the Nazi camps. This tragedy has had a 
profound effect on Dutch society.

The images gathered here are the result 
of extensive research in private and 
public collections in the Netherlands 
and abroad.  There is no escaping their 
accumulated power.

9780999243008
Glitterati Editions
8.5 x 10in.
224pp., 143 col., 2 b.&w.
May 2019
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Hardcover

9782072857348
Editions Gallimard
7.5 x 10in.
336pp., 250 col.
October 2019
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Paperback with jacket

9789462583160
Wbooks
9.5 x 12.25in.
192pp., 365 b.&w.
May 2019
$39.95/CDN$53.95
Hardcover
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9781864708455
The Images Publishing Group
8.75 x 11.75in.
280pp., 300 col.
November 2019
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover

Kengo Kuma
Topography
Kengo Kuma & Associates

Kengo Kuma is a globally acclaimed Japanese architect whose prodigious 
output possesses an inherent respect and value of materials and environment, 
often creating a harmonious balance between building and landscape. He 
masterfully engages both architectural experimentation and traditional Japanese 
design with twenty-first-century technology, resulting in highly advanced yet 
beautifully simple, human-scaled buildings. 

This richly illustrated volume showcases close to forty high-profile works by 
Kengo Kuma & Associates, focusing on some of his most recognized works, 
including the Asakusa Culture and Tourism Center in Tokyo, the Mont Blanc 
Base Camp project, the Great Bamboo Wall, as well as progress for the design 
for Tokyo’s main stadium for the 2020 Olympic Games.

9789385360626
Mapin Publishing
5.25 x 8.25in.
440pp., 182 b.&w.
May 2019
$29.50/CDN$40.00
Paperback

Paths Uncharted
Balkrishna Doshi
Balkrishna Doshi

Dr. Balkrishna Doshi is foremost among the modern Indian architects. Apart from 
his international fame as an architect, Doshi is equally known as an educator and 
institution builder. Put together, for the first time, from the lifelong diaries and notes 
maintained by him, Paths Uncharted captures Doshi’s career, his work at Atelier 
Le Corbusier in Paris and collaboration with Louis I Kahn for IIM Ahmedabad. It 
recounts his meetings with the most remarkable persons in his own and allied 
fields, and his equally remarkable patrons. In 2018, Doshi was selected as the 
Pritzker Architecture Prize Laureate, internationally known as architecture’s highest 
honor. With the continued interest worldwide in his work, this volume brings to the 
reader invaluable insights into the course of Doshi’s illustrious life, the paths it has 
taken over the years, the experience and the learnings.

This book is a personal recounting of Pritzker-Prize 
winner BV Doshi’s remarkable journey unfolding across 
continents over more than 80 years.

A luminary in the field of international contemporary 
architecture, this highly anticipated monograph of 
Kenzo Kuma’s work chronicles close to forty key works 
from around the globe.
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9781864707908
The Images Publishing Group
11 x 14in.
460pp., 300 col.
September 2019
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Hardcover

California Homes II
Studio William Hefner

Southern California, blessed with an enviable climate, progressively discerning 
individuals, talented craftspeople, and impassioned artisans sets the stage 
for this lushly illustrated volume of work. The book features the work of the 
renowned Los Angeles-based firm, Studio William Hefner, a practice that 
integrates architecture, interior design, and landscape. The studio’s impressive 
portfolio is distinguished by an aesthetic sensibility that merges an elegant 
simplicity with a luxury of details and materials. Hefner’s signature airy, light-
filled spaces effortlessly embrace California’s natural beauty.

This richly illustrated monograph on Hefner’s work showcases ten beautiful 
homes, from contemporary to traditional, each conveying the details and depth 
of design character that make Studio William Hefner’s oeuvre so unique. 

9781864708059
The Images Publishing Group
10 x 12in.
224pp., 
September 2019
$55.00/CDN$74.00
Hardcover

At Home with KingsHaven
Estates, Interiors, Landscapes
Lauren Wylonis

The KingsHaven Design team is skilled at transforming timeworn interiors and 
exteriors into spectacular spaces for inspired living by sharing with their clients 
the spectacular work of artisans and artworks from around the world, and by 
developing strong fair-trade relationships with artists that benefit them, their 
families, and their communities. 

The pages of this book are resplendent with luscious photography and 
insightful texts that together showcase Lauren Wylonis’s unique practice and 
meticulous attention to detail in designing lighting, furniture, and home décor 
that takes each space to a higher level in art, architecture, beauty, and function. 
The useful tips for use in a new home or renovation are diverse and range 
from mindful design to achieving authenticity in an older home renovation.

A monograph on a master architect whose 
California-based luxury residential designs are 
richly detailed and light-filled, with private 
views of abundant landscapes and lush gardens. 

A showcase for the KingsHaven Design team 
and their unique ability to transform timeworn 
interiors and exteriors into art-filled, breath-
taking spaces for inspired living.
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9781864708431
The Images Publishing Group
7.5 x 9in.
320pp., 350 col.
October 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Flexibind

100 Houses
Nature and Nurture
Edited by Images Publishing

These days, the architect and designer are both challenged to design the 
‘perfect’ new home. This grand edition pulls together a diverse collection of 
100 of the best contemporary houses from across the globe, each showcasing 
new cutting-edge residential designs by some of the world’s leading architects 
and designers. Following Images Publishing’s incredibly successful 100 of the 
World’s Best Houses series, this splendid volume features hundreds of stunning 
photographs that help underline the sensitivity of today’s design practitioners 
to the natural environment, as well as the care and attention paid to stunning 
interior design and comfortable, practical everyday living. 

9789401462044
Lannoo Publishers
6.75 x 9in.
256pp., 150 col., 30 b.&w.
November 2019
$34.95/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

150 Iconic Houses You Need to Visit Before 
You Die
Thijs Demeulemeester & Jacinthe Gigou

Architectural travel is on the rise. This book is both a reference and a bucket list 
of some of the world’s incredible homes, many open for scheduled visits.  They 
are unique, either because of the aesthetics of the interiors, the construction, or 
the sophisticated design. This is the ultimate architecture travel wish list. For each 
house, the authors provide a lively description of the building and its owners, in 
addition to the specifics of architect, date, and location.

Also available in the series:
150 Bars You Need to Visit Before You Die, ISBN 9789401449120
150 Restaurants You Need to Visit Before You Die, ISBN 9789401454421
150 Hotels You Need to Visit Before You Die, ISBN 9789401458061

The ultimate ‘architecture bucket list’, a selection of 
150 of the world’s most iconic private homes – by the 
likes of Charles and Ray Eames, Frank Lloyd Wright, 
and Le Corbusier.

A touchstone for those looking to understand 
contemporary architectural trends across the world, 
with a superb and unique collection that is at once 
exceptional, inspiring, and informative.
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Teatime
Fashionable New Tea 
Shops
Zender 

Today’s tea aficionados enjoy the idea of 
“tea” as being “an experience”, inclusive 
of art, cultural themes, and strong 
design aesthetics. This book explores 
fifty fashionable tea shops from across 
the world that are successful in the 
experimentation of mixing brand-new 
products with unique space experiences 
and providing excellent customer-focused 
interior designs. 

An excellent volume for those looking 
to enrich the retail environment of this 
diverse and fast-evolving industry.

Cafe Culture
For Lovers of Coffee 
and Good Design
Robert Schneider

There’s something very special about 
being able to relish a quality espresso 
or expertly brewed filter coffee in 
beautifully designed surroundings. What 
is the magic formula that makes a café 
space so inviting, so successful, with a buzz 
in the atmosphere that’s so enjoyable? 
Café Culture brings together a selection 
of well-crafted interior spaces by those 
with both a strong sense of good design 
aesthetics and a refined appreciation 
of the good coffee experience. As the 
much-anticipated follow-up to Robert 
Schneider’s very successful first book, 
Coffee Culture, ISBN 9781864706208, 
in his new book Schneider expands on 
the theme by showcasing a wonderful 
new collection of designs around the 
globe, including from Australia and New 
Zealand, Europe, China, South Korea and 
Japan, Britain, and North America. 

Thailand’s Movie 
Theatres
Relics, Ruins and The 
Romance of Escape
Philip Jablon

In the 1950s and 1960s, movie theaters 
across Thailand were important 
architectural statements and centers of 
social and cultural life. In today’s era of 
shopping-mall multiplexes, few remember 
the once-familiar scenes of overflowing 
crowds spilling out onto the streets or 
frantic ticket buyers thrusting fists full of 
cash through small ticket windows.

In 2008 Philip Jablon began recording 
the demise of the country’s standalone 
cinemas. In bringing together his poignant 
photographs and the ephemera of a 
vanished culture this book records an 
irreplaceable slice of social, cultural and 
movie history. It is introduced by Kong 
Rithdee, writer, documentary film-
maker, and long-time movie critic for the 
Bangkok Post newspaper.

9781864708325
The Images Publishing Group
7.5 x 10in.
248pp., 400 col.
May 2019
$29.95/CDN$39.95
Hardcover

9781864708349
The Images Publishing Group
10 x 10in.
256pp., 300 col.
September 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover

9786164510234
River Books
9 x 9.75in.
208pp., 300 col.
September 2019
$30.00/CDN$40.00
Paperback
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9783897905474
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
9 x 11in.
296pp., 280 col., 20 b.&w.
August 2019
$65.00/CDN$88.00
Hardcover

Canada and Impressionism
1880-1930
Edited by the National Gallery of Canada

Approximately 125 master works by some 35 artists including women painters 
Mary Emily Eastlake, Emily Carr, Prudence Howard, and Sophie Pemberton, 
situate Canadian art within the global phenomenon of Impressionism and 
present a fresh perspective on its reception in the arts of Canada. Adopting 
a thematic approach, comprehensive essays demonstrate the commitment of 
these pioneering artists to an innovative interpretation of foreign and familiar 
surroundings, imbued with an Impressionist vocabulary.

A detailed chronology explores the multifaceted ways in which Canadians 
contributed to the evolution of Impressionism and to the advent of modernity 
in their homeland.

9788412010794
Ediciones el Viso
9.5 x 11.75in.
560pp., 1400 col.
October 2019
$150.00/CDN$202.50
Hardcover

Sorolla Catalogue Raisonné
Volume 1
Blanca Pons-Sorolla

Joaquin Sorolla’s five-volume catalogue raisonné is the culmination of a project 
that was initiated by Francisco Pons-Sorolla and Blanca Pons-Sorolla, which will 
gather over 4,000 of his known works.  This first volume of the catalogue is 
dedicated to the collection of the Sorolla Museum, which houses the largest 
collection of the artist’s works. It displays a comprehensive panorama of the 
painter’s oeuvre through 1,300 pieces. Subsequent volumes will be organized 
thematically. 

The project is currently being organized by the Sorolla Museum Foundation, and is 
being carried out by Blanca Pons-Sorolla, with the collaboration of Teresa Jiménez-
Landi and Mónica Rodríguez Subirana. 

The first in a planned five-volume catalog raisonné 
devoted to the Spanish master Joaquin Sorolla Bastica 
(1863-1923).

A lavish companion to an exhibition at the National 
Gallery of Canada (November 2020 - April 2021).
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The Colmar Treasure
A Medieval Jewish Legacy
Barbara Boehm

Accompanying an exhibition at The Met Cloisters (7/19 - 
1/20), this book explores the unknown story of a Jewish 
community living in Medieval Colmar, France; recounted 
through the enchanting discovery of the Colmar Treasure, 
shedding light on the work, homes, worship and values of its 
owners.

Before Time Began
Contributions by Jessica De Largy Healy, 
Georges Petitjean, Luke Scholes

Aboriginal art can claim to be amongst the earliest form of 
artistic expression, reaching back millenia. Its function has 
always been to pass down traditions and beliefs through varied 
media – painting, sculpture, dyeing, ceramics and photography. 
This book is an overview of Aboriginal Art, focusing on an 
exhibition staged by the Fondation Opale in Switzerland. 

9781785512315
Scala Arts Publishers Inc.
8.25 x 9.75in.
112pp., 105 col.
August 2019
$24.95/CDN$33.95
Paperback

9788874398768
5 Continents Editions
8.75 x 10.5in.
144pp., 57 col.
June 2019
$39.99/CDN$53.99
Hardcover

Van Gogh’s Inner Circle
Family Friends Models

A ground-breaking new exhibition will be presented by the 
Het Noordbrabants Museum, focusing on the impact of Van 
Gogh’s interpersonal relationships on his work. Part biography, 
part art history, the catalog of this exhibition dismantles the 
commonly-held conception that Van Gogh’s genius stemmed 
from his mental illness and isolation. 

Monet
The Garden Paintings
Benno Tempel, Marianne Matthieu, Frouke 
van Dijke

The late garden paintings are regarded as Monet’s chef-
d’oeuvre and mark his transition to a more expressionist 
mode of painting.  Accompanying an exhibition at the 
Gemeentemuseum at The Hague (10/19-2/20), this is a tribute 
to one of the most important artists of all time. 

9781788840439
ACC Art Books
8.75 x 10.75in.
240pp., 
September 2019
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover

9789492677969
Hannibal Publishing
9.5 x 11.5in.
208pp., 
November 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover
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9781910807293
Ashmolean Museum Publications/Woodstocker Books
7.5 x 10.5in.
72pp., 43 col., 2 b.&w.
Available
$20.00/CDN$27.00
Paperback

Jeff Koons
At the Ashmolean
Sir Norman Rosenthal and Dr Alexander Sturgis

This is an intimate look at the career of contemporary art’s most famous and, 
reportedly, expensive, artists. Jeff Koons himself curated the art which remains 
almost as controversial as it was when the works first hit the art scene by 
storm in the 1980s. Like the rest of the art world, Koons shocked and inspired 
the Brits and this publication documents his new exhibition at the Ashmolean 
Museum in Oxford.  

Koons, together with guest curator Norman Rosenthal, present a tableau to 
provoke a unique conversation about the creations and the history of art and 
ideas with which the work engages. The publication also includes Alexander 
Sturgis’s interview with Koons.  

9781788840620
ACC Art Books
7 x 9.75in.
208pp., 200 col.
September 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Paperback

Xu Bing
Book from the Sky to Book from the 
Ground
Xu Bing

Book from the Sky certainly seemed to have fallen from the heavens: the text of 
this installation piece was written in a new language that resembled traditional 
Chinese. No matter who scours Xu Bing’s book for ‘meaning’, they will only 
discover a semblance of it: mutated characters that resist interpretation. 

After creating a book no one could read, Xu Bing developed his next project,
a book that transcended barriers of language. Book from the Ground, composed 
entirely of pictographs, is a study into the concept of universal communication. 
Whether his goal is total comprehension or confusion, Xu Bing’s masterful 
exploration of language challenges the way we think about the written word.

Explores the production of Xu Bing’s most ambitious 
works of art, presenting the artist’s unique method in 
his own words.

A self-curated exhibition by one of the most famous, 
important, and provocative contemporary artists.
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Max Ernst
The Paris Years
Dimitri Ozerkov, Georges 
Sebbag & Julia Drost 

One of the leading Surrealists, Max Ernst 
(1891-1976) could justly be described 
as the greatest investigator of the human 
consciousness. He created fantastical, 
apparently inconceivable images that 
hark back to our inner world, to the 
childish reminiscences that feed the 
subconscious. This book accompanies an 
exhibition at the Hermitage Museum, St 
Petersburg (6/19-8/19), of some twenty 
paintings and works on paper from the 
1920s, Ernst’s first French period. Many 
come from a private collection that has 
its roots in that of noted Paris dealer 
Aram Mouradian. Never before shown 
in Russia in a solo show, these works 
represent an important stage in the 
development of Ernst’s output.

Exit Morandi
Edited by Maria Cristina 
Bandera and Sergio Risaliti

This book, like the exhibition it 
accompanies, takes as a starting point four 
important paintings by Giorgio Morandi 
(1890-1964), which belonged to collector 
Alberto Della Ragione, including a rare 
watercolor of a female figure that reveals 
Morandi’s extraordinary artistic abilities. 
It illustrates paintings, drawings, and prints 
that have been kept in various private 
collections. 

Exit Morandi also celebrates Morandi’s 
relationship with art critics such as 
Roberto Longhi, Carlo Ludovico 
Ragghianti, Cesare Brandi and Francesco 
Arcangeli.

Charles Bargue and 
Jean-Leon Gerome
Drawing Course
Gerald M. Ackerman and 
Graydon Parrish

The Bargue-Gérôme Drawing Course 
is a complete reprint of a famous, late 
nineteenth-century drawing course. It 
contains a set of almost two hundred 
masterful lithographs of subjects for 
copying by drawing students before they 
attempt drawing from life or nature. 
Consequently it is a book that will 
interest artists, art students, art historians, 
and lovers and collectors of drawings. It 
also introduces us to the work and life 
of a hitherto neglected master : Charles 
Bargue.

ACC Art Books is reissuing this book in 
hardback at a trade discount.

9781906257323
Fontanka
8.25 x 10.25in.
160pp., 50 col., 50 b.&w.
October 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Paperback

9788855210027
Forma Edizioni
9.5 x 11.75in.
112pp., 40 col., 5 b.&w.
September 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover

9781788840446
ACC Art Books
9.75 x 10.75in.
336pp., 350 col.
October 2019
$85.00/CDN$115.00
Hardcover
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Young Rembrandt
An Van Camp, Christopher 
Brown & Christiaan Vogelaar

Young Rembrandt concentrates on the 
first ten years of the career of Rembrandt 
van Rijn (1606-1669). Born in Leiden, he 
trained there with Isaac van Swanenburg 
and in Amsterdam with Pieter Lastman. 
After a short stay in Amsterdam he 
returned to Leiden and set up a studio 
where he began his extraordinary career. 
His progress is remarkable: from the 
earliest hesitant paintings of the Five 
Senses in about 1624 to the wonderfully 
assured Jeremiah of 1630, it is almost 
possible to trace his development and 
his increasing fluency and self-confidence 
from month to month and certainly from 
year to year. 

Published to accompany exhibitions at 
the Lakenhal, Leiden (11/19-2/20), then  
at the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 
(2/20-6/20).

The Pieter Bruegel 
Atlas
The Great Atlas of the 
Old Flemish Masters
Gunter Hauspie & Arnout 
Balis

Pieter Bruegel the Elder (1525/1530-
1569) was one of the most innovative 
artists of the 16th century. Although 
he is mainly remembered as the acute 
observer of peasant scenes, Bruegel 
was also a great draftsman and graphic 
artist, storyteller and humorist. The Pieter 
Bruegel Atlas portrays his life on an 
illustrated timeline: important dates and 
periods in his life are explored through 
text, images and maps. This unique 
atlas-based approach unites culture 
and tourism harmoniously in one book.  
Plentiful anecdotes illuminate the society 
and culture in which Bruegel lived, and 
practical routes help readers discover the 
artist for themselves through city walks, 
car trips, and museums.

Pieter de Hooch
From the Shadow of 
Vermeer
Anita Jansen

This stunning catalogue accompanies 
a retrospective exhibition in the 
Netherlands of the famous 17th-century 
painter Pieter de Hooch (1629- after 
1684). 

After Vermeer, Pieter de Hooch is widely 
considered to be the most celebrated 
Delft master of the 17th century. The 
paintings De Hooch produced in Delft 
(ca. 1652-1660) will be at the heart 
of the exhibition: his most beautiful 
courtyards and interiors will return to the 
city where they were painted almost 400 
years ago. Thirty works will be going to 
Delft on loan from leading museums in 
Europe and the United States, will form 
the core of this exhibition at the Museum 
Prinsenhof in Delft (10/19-2/20).

9781910807323
Ashmolean Museum Publications/Woodstocker 
Books
8.75 x 11in., 256pp., 150 col., 5 b.&w.
December 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

9789401458634
Lannoo Publishers
7.75 x 9.75in.
192pp., 140 col., 30 b.&w.
July 2019
$34.95/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

9789462583276
Wbooks
9.5 x 11.75in.
224pp., 150 col.
November 2019
$39.95/CDN$53.95
Paperback
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Byzantine Mosaics in 
Norman Sicily
Adele Cilento

Sicily is famous for the spectacular 
mosaics found in its magnificent palaces, 
chapels and cathedrals. Commissioned 
during the twelfth century by Sicily’s 
Norman rulers and largely the work of 
Greek-speaking mosaicists brought to 
Sicily from Constantinople, these mosaics 
are among the most beautiful examples 
of Byzantine art in existence. A brief 
historical introduction about Byzantine, 
Arab and Norman domination and 
the spread of Byzantine art in Sicily is 
followed by three chapters dedicated 
to the greatest examples of Byzantine 
influence in Palermo, Cefalù and 
Monreale. 

With more than 175 color photographs, 
this extensively illustrated book provides 
a fascinating look at these mosaics. There 
are many close-ups, along with breath-
taking views of interior spaces.

Leonardo 500
Fabio Scaletti, Martin Kemp

This volume represents an important 
tool for getting to know every aspect 
of Leonardo da Vinci’s work: his pictorial 
technique, his scientific and technological 
investigation, his study on anatomy, his 
Codices, and other examples of his 
genius.

All works and paintings are accompanied 
by descriptive and technical sheets, and 
ample space has been given to images 
and details, to the latest scholarship on 
his most controversial works, to those 
of recent critical acceptance, and to 
masterpieces that have animated the 
international debate.

The Paintings of the 
Vatican Museums
Antonio Paolucci

The Vatican Museums is one of the most 
important museum complexes in the 
world, housing incredible masterpieces 
from the Egyptian Age to the late 
Renaissance. 

The Vatican Museums hold a treasure 
trove of art and history, as well as an 
inestimable patrimony of our culture and 
our civilization. This volume is a room-by-
room tour of the works to be found in 
these magnificent museums – including 
the Sistine Chapel. 

9788870573022
Scripta Maneant Srl
8.5 x 10.25in.
208pp., 350 col.
Available
$34.00/CDN$46.00
Hardcover, English, Italian

9788895847450
Scripta Maneant Srl
9.75 x 13in.
304pp., 160 col.
June 2019
$79.00/CDN$106.50
Hardcover, English, French

9788895847559
Scripta Maneant Srl
9.5 x 11.75in.
380pp., 271 col.
Available
$69.00/CDN$93.00
Hardcover, English, Italian
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9788870572803
Scripta Maneant Srl
9.5 x 11.5in.
424pp., 445 col.
Available
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover, English, Italian

Uffizi & Pitti
From Giotto to Caravaggio
Mina Gregori

From the Palazzo Vecchio to the Forte Belvedere, through the Uffizi, the Vasari 
Corridor, the Pitti Palace, and the Boboli Gardens, Florence is honeycombed 
with a series of public art collections that is unparalleled in Europe for their 
size and the variety. 

The painting collections in the state museums of Florence are unequalled 
for their quality, historical significance, and for the sheer number of works; 
never before have they been presented in a publication of such splendid 
technical quality.  It traces the various phases and great moments of Florentine 
painting, including lesser known works of the seventeenth century, as well as 
masterpieces from other, perhaps unknown, schools.

9788895847436
Scripta Maneant Srl
9.5 x 11.75in.
380pp., 271 col.
Available
$69.00/CDN$93.00
Hardcover, English, Italian

The Sistine Chapel
Texts by Antonio Paolucci

The images in this volume are the result of the photo shoot carried out 
in the Sistine Chapel between December 2015 and January 2016. New 
technologies have made it possible to achieve spectacular results, ensuring 
a more faithful and accurate reproduction of the Sistine masterpieces. 
The use of innovative Gigapixel technology has made possible life-size 
reproductions of the frescoes and an until now unpublished reading of the 
entire decoration of the Sistine, restoring its clarity and original color.

Presents new photography of the restored Sistine 
Chapel with an authoritative text by the former 
director of the Vatican Museums.  

Traces great moments in Florentine painting through 
the holdings of the state museums.
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Sikh Heritage
A History of Valour 
and Devotion
Sondeep Shankar & Rishi 
Singh

Sikh Heritage, with a foreword by 
Hardeep Sigh Puri, is a succinct and 
delightfully photographed glimpse into 
the monotheistic community’s religion, its 
ten Gurus, its temples, traditional systems 
of governance, history, architecture, and 
the famous Golden Temple. Originating 
in the 15th century in the Punjab region 
of India, Sikhism is now the world’s fifth 
largest religion. Despite a history of brutal 
assaults, Sikhs have held fast to their faith 
and culture, and contribute to the vibrant 
life of the subcontinent.

Art and Independence
YG Srimati and the  
Indian Style
John Guy

The Indian artist YG Srimati has been 
largely forgotten today, despite having 
been widely admired in the beginning 
of her career. How did such a prolific 
artist, one whose personal idiom evoked 
a traditional Indian style, come to be so 
little-known in her own country? In this 
sumptuously illustrated volume, John 
Guy offers a historical corrective to re-
establish the artistic legacy of YG Srimati, 
classical singer, dancer, musician and 
painter par excellence.

Modern Indian 
Painting
Jane and Kito de Boer 
Collection
Rob Dean and Giles Tillotson

One of the very few international 
collectors of Indian art, with a staggering 
one thousand works, Jane and Kito 
de Boers’ collection is a profound and 
prescient engagement with India’s 
creativity and its people. This volume 
presents a survey of Indian painting from 
the late 19th century to the present 
day, covering major movements, and 
developments in Delhi and elsewhere 
since Independence. That much of the 
book draws almost exclusively on the 
de Boer collection is a testament to the 
collection’s size and breadth, as well as 
its remarkably broad historical scope and 
wide range of artists. 

9788193984604
Roli Books
9.25 x 9.25in.
216pp., 298 col.
September 2019
$39.95/CDN$53.95
Hardcover

9789385360404
Mapin Publishing
8.25 x 11.75in.
144pp., 129 col.
May 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover

9789385360589
Mapin Publishing
10 x 12.5in.
296pp., 211 col.
Available
$65.00/CDN$88.00
Hardcover
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Adorning Fashion
The History of 
Costume Jewellery to 
Modern Times
Deanna Farneti Cera

Costume jewelry is commonly 
understood to mean fashionable yet 
affordable adornments made from 
non-precious material. Originating in 
mid-1700s France with the rise of 
the bourgeoisie, the earliest ‘costume 
jewelry’ mimicked fine jewelry styles. 
Since then, costume jewelry has always 
been evolving. An encyclopedic study 
of its history is long overdue. Flush with 
expert information, identification tips 
and historical anecdotes, Adorning Fashion 
explores the development of costume 
jewelry across the past four centuries. The 
styles of each era – Victorian, Edwardian, 
Arts & Crafts, Jugenstil, Art Nouveau, and 
each decade of the twentieth century - 
are given individual attention. 

The Magic of Watches
A Smart Introduction 
to Fine Watchmaking
Louis Nardin

What is a beautiful watch? How do 
you make a good choice? The Magic of 
Watches explains how and why these 
little objects are so precious, fascinating 
and exciting. 

The book looks at such questions as why 
an expensive watch is more fragile than 
a cheap one, what makes a quartz watch 
tick, and what we mean by “chronometer.”
The Magic of Watches is unique: it focuses 
in detail on the basics in order to 
understand and love watches better.  

This handsome volume is a one-
stop introduction to the fine art of 
watchmaking for wearers and collectors 
alike.

A Moon Watch Story
The Extraordinary 
Destiny of the Omega 
Speedmaster
G.R.A.M. (Collective)

Introduced to the public by Omega in 
1957, the Speedmaster was designed 
mainly for sport.  In the early 1960s, 
however, astronauts going to space 
wanted a watch made to withstand the 
rigors of g-forces, weightlessness, and 
water.  NASA began the search for such 
a watch, finally choosing the Speedmaster 
as the chronograph of choice for manned 
space flight.

This book is published to coincide 
with the 50th anniversary of the 
Speedmaster’s (and Apollo 11’s) history-
making trip to the Moon.  

9781788840477
ACC Art Books
9.5 x 11.75in.
400pp., 700 col. 
September 2019
$85.00/CDN$115.00
Hardcover

9782940506286
Watchprint.com
5.5 x 8.25in.
232pp., 
Available
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover

9782940506330
Watchprint.com
8.5 x 8.5in.
224pp., 220 col., 40 b.&w.
Available
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Hardcover
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9781943876488
Glitterati Editions
11.5 x 12in.
256pp., 300 col.
July 2019
$85.00/CDN$115.00
Hardcover

A valentine to America in 168 
hand-embroidered pillows, one 
for each state, as well as famous 
cities, and favorite vacation 
destinations. 

Pillow Geography
Into the Heart of America
Carmel & Terrell Swan

Carmel and Terrell Swan are always all over the map in the best way 
possible. Over the past two decades, the dynamic husband-and-wife duo 
behind Catstudio has intertwined their shared love of travel with their 
whimsical artistic sensibility to design timeless tributes to geography and hand 
embroidery: the Catstudio Geography Pillows. Juxtaposing local kitsch icons 
and historical monuments across the United States, their signature designs map 
nostalgic sites and dream destinations of the future. From the glitz-and-glamor 
of Hollywood to the high-rise jungle of New York City, Pillow Geography invites 
readers to take a journey across America. 

As Carmel and Terrell put it: “This book is our valentine to America and the 
art featured within these pages are our homage to everyplace and everything 
and everybody that makes us uniquely us. So, please come along on our magic 
carpet dream across America . . . one pillow at a time.”
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9783862067541
Verlag Kettler
9.5 x 11.75in.
256pp., 
October 2019
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover

Moholy-Nagy and the New Typography
An A-Z
Petra Eisele, Isabel Naegele, Michael Lailach

The 1920s in Germany witnessed a revolution in visual communication, 
typography, and graphic design. In 1929, Hungarian avant-garde artist and 
Bauhaus professor László Moholy-Nagy was invited to design a room 
dedicated to the future of typography as part of a larger exhibition called New 
Typography. 

Moholy-Nagy’s room, “Where is Typography Headed?,” featured seventy-eight 
freestanding panels of work by himself and other artists, as well as examples of 
contemporary printed matter.  These panels are reproduced together in this 
book for the first time, along with an Abcdarium of terms and concepts by a 
roster of noted typography and design historians.

9782072857195
Editions Gallimard
10.5 x 11.75in.
376pp., 400 col.
October 2019
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover

Charlotte Perriand
Curators and chief editors: Jacques Barsac, Sébastien 
Cherruet and Pernette Perriand

Charlotte Perriand (1903-1999) was a pioneer of modern design 
in France during the twentieth century. This lavishly illustrated book, 
accompanying a major retrospective at the Louis Vuitton Foundation 
in Paris (10/19-2-20), explores how much in the vanguard she was in 
her use of materials, in her social and political awareness, and in her 
collaborations with artists, architects, and other designers. The show 
presents a global vision of her creativity, talent, and inventiveness, 
exploring her commitment to women and to a humanist design 
ethos that took into account the middle and working classes with an 
emphasis on rationalizing costs and space. This book offers a plurality of 
perspectives and explores Perriand’s creative legacy through the 20th 
century and beyond.

Companion to a major exhibition on the work of this 
legendary 20th century modernist at the Louis Vuitton 
Foundation in Paris. 

An early 20th century speculative foray into the 
revolutionary possibilities of type.
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9781943876020
Glitterati Editions
8.5 x 10.5in.
224pp., 300 col.
October 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover

Ted Eron Designed That
Joseph B. Eron and Elizabeth Eron Roth

What do Elmer’s Glue, Krylon Spray Paint, and Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups 
have in common? The designer Ted Eron, of course. You may not know his 
name, but you know Ted Eron; he played an integral role in defining the 
aesthetics of everyday goods and household staples in the 1950s and ‘60s. 

In Ted Eron Designed That, Joseph Eron and Elizabeth Eron Roth – Ted’s children 
– chronicle the life and art of their father through a nostalgic tour of the 
iconic graphic designs that have shaped and revolutionized twentieth-century 
visual culture. Ted Eron Designed That pays a long overdue tribute to the genius 
behind the iconic designs. Prepare to be astounded as there’s always a good 
chance that Ted Eron did indeed design that.

9789462622098
Waanders & de Kunst Publishers
9.5 x 11.75in.
208pp., 107 col., 55 b.&w.
June 2019
$32.50/CDN$44.50
Hardcover, English, Dutch

Femmes Fatales
Strong Women in Fashion
Madelief Hohé, Georgette Koning, Eve Demeon

‘The little seamstress’ is how the renowned Coco Chanel was once disdainfully 
described by her contemporary Paul Poiret. He targeted her because she was 
a woman, but in fact he saw her as a major competitor. Times have changed. 
More fashion houses are now run by women than ever before. 

Femmes Fatales tells fashion history from the perspective of female designers. 
Do they design differently for women than their male counterparts? What 
influence have they had? What does being a woman mean in terms of their 
creations? And what is their vision for fashion? This book includes work by 
Coco Chanel, Jeanne Lanvin, Elsa Schiaparelli, Mary Quant, Vivienne Westwood, 
Sonia Rykiel, Zandra Rhodes, Miuccia Prada, Maria Grazia Chiuri (Dior), Fong 
Leng, Sheila de Vries and Iris van Herpen, and many others.

The first book devoted to this major figure 
who shaped America’s visual culture in the 
1950s and ‘60s.  

Features work by an impressive list of 
international female designers – both recognized 
names and the many women who have worked 
behind the scenes. 
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9789058566249
Stichting Kunstboek
8.25 x 10.5in.
128pp., 75 col.
December 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

Bouquets
With How-To Tutorials
Laura Dowling

Laura Dowling’s Bouquets is the second title in the inspiring how-to series 
and builds on the premise of her successful first book Floral Diplomacy at the 
White House (2016): the notion that flowers have the potential to change 
the way people think and feel, creating powerful emotional connections – to 
nature, to others, to our past and to our dreams. Her collection of bouquets 
focuses on the positive emotions that bouquets – the most personal and 
evocative form of floristry – can express. Organized by types of emotions and 
feelings (e.g, tranquillity, charm, nostalgia, romance, drama, sophisticated chic, 
celebrations and dreams), each chapter presents an array of bouquets and 
the special stories that inspired them. Highlighting a range of styles, techniques, 
and seasonal themes for any setting and all occasions, Laura provides expert 
insights and detailed guidelines to replicate her fabulous bouquets at home.

9789058566171
Stichting Kunstboek
9.75 x 13in.
128pp., 100 col.
July 2019
$55.00/CDN$74.00
Hardcover, English, French

The Bouquets of Chenonceau
Jean-François Boucher Odent, Château de Chenonceau

The impressive Château de Chenonceau is the jewel of the French Loire Valley. 
The fairy tale type castle has had a particularly rich history and has always been 
inhabited and curated by intelligent, strong-willed women such as Catherine 
Briçonnet, Diane de Potiers, Catherine de Medici and Louise de Lorraine – hence 
its nickname ‘Ladies’ Castle’. Every part of Chenonceau’s interior and exterior 
exudes peace, harmony and elegance. Since 2015 Jean-Francois Boucher has 
been appointed floral scenographer of the estate. Together with his small team he 
creates new floral compositions for the castle’s rooms every week. These ‘staged’ 
flowers emphasize the history of the estate just like any other piece of art or 
furniture. Their designs blend in perfectly with the interiors and are in beautiful 
harmony with the room’s color codes, perfumes and functions. 

A magnificent coffee table book that will please both 
Francophiles and devotees of floral design.  

A sumptuous guide to creating stunning bouquets by 
the former Floral Director at the White House.
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The Book of Tea
Okakura Kakuzō,
Translated and edited by Gian 
Carlo Calza

A fully annotated gift edition of The 
Book of Tea (1906) by Okakura Kakuzō, 
perennial classic that introduced the 
idea of wabi-sabi – transience and 
impermanence – to the West. Over 200 
notes on concepts of Eastern philosophy, 
history, geography and biographical info 
allow the reader to fully understand its 
contents. It is followed by an important 
essay on Okakura and his role to foster 
inter-cultural understanding and the 
development of spirituality through 
the aesthetics and practice of the tea 
ceremony as a style of life.

¡Sabor Sabor!
Sensational Spanish 
Flavors
Sandra Alvarez

Sabor Sabor is a beautifully illustrated 
modern Spanish cookbook that will 
inspire a new appreciation of Spanish 
flavors and techniques. While participating 
in the competition Masterchef Holland in 
2015, Sandra won praise for her Spanish-
influences recipes. She decided to create 
a book using versions of her traditional 
family recipes which are simpler, more 
modern, and healthier. They contain 
less sugar and more vegetables than 
traditional cooking, include vegetarian 
and vegan dishes, and have something 
for every budget. In these easy-to-
prepare recipes, with a careful selection 
of ingredients and tasty sauces, the best 
Spanish flavors will come to the table. 

So Simple
With 4 Ingredients
Pascale Naessens

Belgian culinary and lifestyle personality 
Pascale Naessens is known for her easy 
and healthy recipes, and healthy recipes. 
Here she presents sixty-five recipes for 
delicious, beautiful and healthy dishes, 
all of which use no more than four 
ingredients and take between ten and 
twenty-five minutes to prepare. Lack of 
time is no longer an excuse!

Also available: 
Natural Food That Makes You Happy 
ISBN 9789401419833

9788833670560
Officina Libraria
4.5 x 7.5in.
144pp., 7 b.&w.
November 2019
$22.50/CDN$30.50
Hardcover

9789089898005
Lannoo Publishers
7.75 x 9.25in.
224pp., 160 col.
September 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

9789401461481
Lannoo Publishers
7.75 x 10.25in.
222pp., 260 col.
September 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover
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The Royal Touch
Simply Stunning Home 
Cooking from a Royal 
Chef
Carolyn Robb

The Royal Touch is a beautiful compilation 
of stunning recipes gathered from far and 
wide on an incredible culinary journey. 
Carolyn Robb, former personal chef to 
TRH The Prince and Princess of Wales, 
Prince William and Prince Harry, presents 
the food that she loves to serve to her 
family and friends. Inspired by everything 
from her mother’s home-cooking to the 
extraordinary experiences of 13 years as 
a chef in the royal household, Carolyn’s 
recipes are simple to prepare and perfect 
to share. Whether you are entertaining 
special guests, going on a picnic, cooking 
with children or you simply feel like trying 
your hand at some baking, this book has 
it all and the ingredients required won’t 
break the bank.  

Christmas at Last!
Holiday Recipes and 
Stories from Italy
Sabrine d’Aubergine

In Italy, Christmas is a thrilling time for 
young and old. It is celebrated for weeks, 
bringing families and friends together 
for spur of the moment gatherings, 
decorating the tree, or the traditional 
Christmas Day dinner. Christmas at Last! 
shares these traditions and the holiday 
recipes that have passed from family-to-
family for generations. Sixty-five recipes 
include the great Italian classics, as well as 
some with a Nordic influence (because 
we all know that Father Christmas lives 
among reindeer). Also included are 
instructions for traditional Italian holiday 
decorations such as string lanterns, 
garlands made from orange peel, and 
dried apple pot-pourri. 

Specialty Coffee
Katrien Pauwels

In this well-illustrated book, coffee expert 
Katrien Pauwels leads a tour through the 
global coffee landscape. Coffee producers, 
coffee professionals, and seasoned coffee 
lovers will find information here that 
explains the work that precedes that daily 
cup of coffee. Her expertise as a specialty 
coffee roaster based in Belgium enables 
her to speak knowledgeably about the 
many different aspects of the coffee 
experience, from growing different types 
of beans and the influence of roasting on 
taste, to choosing the coffee that suits 
you best and the right way to make it. 
From her wealth of experience, she offers 
insights into doing business in the coffee 
world, and includes business plans and 
testimonies from the best coffee roasters 
in the world. The book closes with a 
discussion about the booming business 
of alternatives to milk, coffee travel, and 
references notable coffee bars all over 
the world. 

9781788840453
ACC Art Books
7.75 x 10.5in.
256pp., 419 col.
July 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

9788867532452
Guido Tommasi Editore
7.5 x 9.5in.
192pp., 80 col.
Available
$28.00/CDN$38.00
Hardcover, previously announced

9789401461573
Lannoo Publishers
8.75 x 10.5in.
336pp., 250 col., 70 b.&w.
September 2019
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover
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9781864708462
The Images Publishing Group
9.25 x 10.25in.
248pp., 400 col.
August 2019
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover

Private Gardens
Design Secrets to Creating Beautiful  
Outdoor Living Spaces
Introduction by Kurt Schaus

This beautifully illustrated volume wanders through forty private gardens from 
around the world, each as diverse and varied as is the natural environment. 
Ranging across traditional to contemporary gardens styles from Europe, 
America and Southeast Asia, among many others, the homeowners and many 
professional landscape designers explain how they’ve employed the optimal 
landscape proportions and design for the site, how they’ve dealt with the 
practicalities as well as challenges and difficult site characteristics, used the 
best planting schemes, and the right trees and plants to build an environment 
that suits the architecture of the home and the needs of its inhabitants. With 
luscious photography, landscaping plans, sketches, and plant details, this is 
essential reading for anyone who loves and admires gardens and is looking for 
inspiration to create a gorgeous private garden landscape around their home.

9781906506681
Papadakis
10 x 12in.
240pp., 236 col., 1 b.&w.
October 2019
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover

Before / After
Randle Siddeley

This beautiful book offers a rare insight into the inspirational approach of 
renowned landscape designer, Randle Siddeley (The Lord Kenilworth) and the 
magnificent gardens he has created for high-profile clients across the globe. 
Here raw landscapes are transformed by a landscape artist with decades of 
experience working at challenging sites in differing environments.

A private tour of forty glorious gardens 
from around the world. 

A master class in garden transformation 
for spaces large and small. 
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9781733988407
Astrostyle Publishing
7.5 x 9.25in.
600pp., 30 b.&w.
October 2019
$49.99/CDN$67.50
Paperback

Celebrity astrologers The 
AstroTwins give spot-on yearly 
horoscopes for every zodiac 
sign in their must-have annual 
astrology guide. 

The AstroTwins’ 2020 Horoscope
Your Ultimate Astrology Guide to the 
New Decade
Ophira & Tali Edut (The AstroTwins) 

Celebrity astrologers and twin sisters Tali and Ophira Edut – better 
known as The AstroTwins – reach millions daily with their spot-on 
horoscopes. Their popular yearly horoscope guide pinpoints the 
must-know dates and power moves every zodiac sign can use, all year 
long. They have worked with huge brands across the world:  Amazon, 
Nordstrom, Revlon, L’Oreal, 1 Hotels, Expedia, Zappos, Vogue, H & 
M, Audible and many more. They have read charts for celebrities 
including Karlie Kloss, Emma Roberts, Beyoncé, Sting, Stevie Wonder, 
et al.

With a loyal worldwide following, The AstroTwins bring the stars 
down to earth, providing a map to all the most important dates 
of 2020 for love, career, wellness and living your best life, aligned 
with the stars. There is also plenty of important and useful info on 
astrological trends, from how to survive Mercury retrograde, new and 
full moons, yearly Numerology forecasts, and Chinese horoscopes. 

Through richly detailed horoscopes for every sign, The AstroTwins’ 
2020 Horoscope helps you confidently map your major moves with 
the stars on your side.
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The Little Book of 
Roses
Michel Beauvais

Why don’t scented roses last as long 
as scentless ones? Who has sung about 
roses? How do you make rose water? 
What does a white rose symbolize? What 
is rose essential oil used for? When did 
the tradition of the rose queen begin? 

This compact, delightfully illustrated 
compendium of the history, lore, and 
meanings of roses has a page devoted 
to each flower, with information that 
combines the factual and the fascinating. 
In 79 vintage chromolithographs, it 
depicts both heirloom and modern 
varieties and describes how different 
kinds of roses have been used over the 
centuries in medicine, food, confectionery, 
and fragrance. This charming gift book 
answers questions about the language 
and symbolism of roses, and explains 
how they became closely associated with 
romance and romantic love.

50 Best Quotes on Life
Contains 50 postcards, 
50 legendary quotes 
on life
Annemarie Macnack-van Gaal 
& Heleen Dura-van Oord

50 Best Quotes on Love
Contains 50 postcards, 
50 legendary quotes on 
love
Annemarie Macnack-van Gaal 
& Heleen Dura-van Oord

9782379640810
Editions E/P/A
4.25 x 6.25in.
176pp., 80 col.
September 2019
$16.95/CDN$22.95
Hardcover

9789082756210
ShareThatQuote.com
5 x 6.75in.
50pp., 50 col.
June 2019
$21.95/CDN
Postcards, boxed

9789082756227
ShareThatQuote.com
5 x 6.75in.
50pp., 50 col.
June 2019
$21.95/CDN
Postcards, boxed

What is it about quotes that make them so powerful, and widely loved around the 
world? Maybe because they are small messages from the heart, that give us peace of 
mind. Powerful, touching quotes can provide a little push in the right direction, offer 
comfort during difficult times, or inspire creativity.

Beautifully packaged in a magnetized gift box, each set contains fifty individually 
designed postcards with words of wisdom from poets, writers, artists, film stars, sports 
stars, business leaders, and geniuses from every walk of life.

We selected these quotes with love, for you.
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Architectural Antiques
An Anthology
Wim Pauwels

Antique building materials immediately give timeless, inimitable 
style to a new or restored home. Reclaimed wooden floors, 
terracotta tiles, traditional Burgundy slabs, old roof tiling, 
antique fireplaces... these all fit perfectly into contemporary 
or classic surroundings. This new book presents dozens of 
inspiring examples.

Living with Wood
Wim Pauwels

Living with Wood provides inspiration for anyone who 
appreciates the beauty of this wonderful natural material. A 
superb compilation of the most beautiful projects with wood - 
both indoor and outdoor.

9782875500700
Beta-Plus Publishing
9.5 x 11.5in.
256pp., 300 col.
Available
$65.00/CDN$88.00
Hardcover, English, French, Dutch

9782875500632
Beta-Plus Publishing
11 x 13in.
224pp., 200 col.
Available
$99.00/CDN$133.50
Hardcover

Ultimate Gardens &  
Swimming Pools
Wim Pauwels

This book features some of the world’s most beautiful private 
gardens and swimming pools, realized by the best garden and 
landscape architects working today. Includes private gardens 
from the UK, France, Belgium, and Hong Kong. 

Contemporary Seaside Houses
Wim Pauwels

Contemporary Seaside Houses explores the unique design of 
beautiful architecturally designed coastal houses as well as of 
the gorgeous natural environments that surround them. They 
harmoniously adapt to the surrounding landscape, embracing 
the seaside lifestyle with sumptuous interiors and outdoor 
living spaces. This luscious book features a stunning array of 
remarkable examples of residential design at the sea. 

9782875500656
Beta-Plus Publishing
10.75 x 13.25in.
192pp., 200 col.
June 2019
$90.00/CDN$121.50
Hardcover, English, French

9782875500687
Beta-Plus Publishing
11.75 x 11.75in.
192pp., 200 col.
June 2019
$90.00/CDN$121.50
Hardcover
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Paradise Found
Exceptional 
Homes in 
Extraordinary 
Places
Graham Woods, Alma 
Viviers and  
Jessica Ross

The homes featured here boast a 
variety of architecture and interior 
styles. Fusing traditional European 
design with Asian, African, and 
Caribbean influences. 

Generation Next
Architects & 
Interior Designers 
Defining 
Tomorrow
Wim Pauwels

Introducing the best young-
designers-to-be, and upcoming 
architects designing buildings that 
will define our cities for years 
to come. This book illustrates 
projects by twenty of the 
most promising architects and 
designers under forty.

Wild at Heart
Pets, People and Their Beautiful Homes
Magali Elali & Bart Kiggen - Coffeklatch

Wild at Heart: Pets, People and their Beautiful Homes is the second book 
from the creative duo behind the online interview magazine Coffeeklatch. 
In 2015 they published the bestseller Greenterior, a book about plant-loving 
creatives and their inspiring homes. For this new book, Magali Elali and 
Bart Kiggen visited people who share their beautiful houses with their pets. 
They interviewed fifteen creatives at home about a subject that many 
people all over the world can relate to: the unique bond between people 
and their pets. Whenever the love of animals is a part of someone’s life, it 
will inevitably color his or her way of working, living and thinking. In Wild 
at Heart Bart and Magali share personal stories about important and 
small encounters, fun anecdotes and relatable situations, set in tasteful and 
inspiring interiors and breath-taking nature scenes.

9782875500625
Beta-Plus Publishing
8.75 x 11.75in.
224pp., 200 col.
Available
$99.00/CDN$133.50
Hardcover

9782875500649
Beta-Plus Publishing
9.75 x 13.75in.
256pp., 300 col., 10 b.&w.
May 2019
$80.00/CDN$108.00
Hardcover

9789460582455
Luster
7.5 x 9.75in.
240pp., col.
September 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

A unique portrait of fifteen creatives and their pets, 
Wild at Heart is all about the unique bond they have 
with their pets and how that bond inevitably colors 
their way of working, living and thinking. 
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9781788840392
ACC Art Books
7.5 x 7.5in.
176pp., 123 col.
September 2019
$25.00/CDN$34.00
Hardcover

Classic Albums by Women
Colleen Murphy

Classic Album Sundays – the world’s most popular album listening event 
and content platform – initiated an #AlbumsByWomen campaign in 
support of International Women’s Day 2018. The hashtag soon grew into a 
movement, devoted to women’s musicality and the power of the female voice. 
Collaborators shared photographs and commentary on their favorite albums 
by female artists, gathered together here in a single volume.

Pick up any other book on the theme of ‘Albums You Must Hear Before You 
Die’, and you’ll confront a heavy gender bias. This project redresses the gender 
imbalance: an overdue celebration of women’s creativity and musicianship 
within a male-dominated sphere. It features over a hundred submissions from 
high-profile musicians including Pink Floyd’s Nick Mason, Peter Hook, Nina 
Kraviz, Black Madonna, Gilles Peterson, Rankin, KT Tunstall, John Grant and 
more.

9789492677730
Hannibal
8.25 x 10.5in.
208pp., 
Available
$55.00/CDN$74.00
Hardcover

Dancer
Wim Vanlessen
Michael James Gardner & Wim Vanlessen

This book is a tribute to the very precise, timeless form of physical expression, 
known as ballet, told from the perspective of a man who has spent more than 
thirty years of his life devoted to the art that many try, yet few master. 

Part memoir, part visual history, Dancer offers insight into the life and career of 
Wim Vanlessen, principal dancer for the Royal Ballet of Flanders. On the cusp of 
his farewell to the company after more than two decades in the spotlight, Wim 
recounts key moments from his personal life that have shaped him as a dancer 
and a man. Featuring special contributions from stars in the worlds of fashion, 
dance and photography: Raf Simons, Kathryn Bennetts, Stephan Vanfleteren, Willy 
Vanderperre, Wendy Whelan, Stephen Galloway, and many others.

A glorious visual autobiography by Belgium’s answer to 
Mikhail Baryshnikov.

An overdue tribute to women recording artists from 
Patti Smith and Joni Mitchell to Nina Simone and Billie 
Holiday.
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9781788840422
ACC Art Books
11.75 x 9.5in.
272pp., 
September 2019
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover

Polar Bears
A Life Under Threat 
Michel Rawicki

A symbol of strength, survival despite hardship and – more recently – the 
perils of global warming, the polar bear wears many different faces across 
the world. Polar Bears: A Life Under Threat is an uncompromising exploration 
of the animal behind the myths. Rawicki’s anthology transports us to the 
Arctic: the bears’ home territory. His photographs depict playful cubs, 
hunting mothers and solitary adults on their yearly migration. Accompanying 
these images are a series of essays, poems and even a quiz, from the minds 
of Michel Rawicki and his contributors: Hubert Reeves, astrophysicist, and 
Remy Marion, author of several books about the polar regions. They explain 
the challenges encountered by polar bears in the modern age, and explore 
the future of a species threatened by climate change and pollution.

9781906506643
Papadakis
10 x 10in.
296pp., 380 col., 28 b.&w.
October 2019
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Hardcover

The Continent of Antarctica
Julian Dowdeswell & Michael Hambrey

The Antarctic is the last continent: the last to be discovered, the last great 
wilderness and the last to be mapped - making it arguably the least known 
place on Earth. 

The Continent of Antarctica is a richly illustrated account of the Antarctic 
continent, covering the physical environment, biology and history, as well as 
examining the future and environmental implications for the rest of the planet. 
The book draws on the authors’ own experiences during many seasons of 
fieldwork on the continent and surrounding oceans. 

The Antarctic continent is crucial for understanding and monitoring climate 
change and in this comprehensive tome one can see a considered and learned 
argument for preserving the world’s last true wilderness. 

Spectacular photographs of the largest 
carnivore to walk the earth today, following 
the polar bears across the Arctic, from 
settlements to forests, pack-ice to tundra.

“Wide-ranging and extremely well illustrated, 
this authoritative yet accessible book is a must 
for anyone interested in the Antarctic.” - Sir 
Ranulph Fiennes.  
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9781906506674
Papadakis
10 x 12in.
228pp., 234 col., 1 b.&w.
October 2019
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Hardcover

Spirit of the Amazon
The Indigenous Tribes of the Xingu
Sue & Patrick Cunningham

Spirit of the Amazon is the work of photojournalist Sue Cunningham and writer 
Patrick Cunningham.  During their expedition, the authors followed the course 
of the Xingu river, traveling 2,500 km through the heart of Brazil. They visited 
forty-eight tribal villages in this remote part of the Amazon.

This is the story of the tribal communities they met; their daily lives, their 
connection to the land and to the rivers, the threats that pervade each day 
of their lives. It is also celebration of their vibrant cultures, and a validation of 
their importance to the rest of the world; why these small, remote and often 
secretive indigenous communities are so important to our own lives and to 
our shared planet. And it is a call for the world to protect them, their lands and 
their forests and rivers from destruction. 

9781906506636
Papadakis
12 x 10in.
204pp., 158 col.
October 2019
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Hardcover

Wild India
Axel Gomille

Of the world’s thirty-seven species of wild cats, fourteen of them occur in 
India. In total, about 350 species of wild mammals, 540 species of reptiles, 
and 1,200 species of birds have been recorded in India. The biodiversity in 
India is one of the richest on Earth. 

Although India’s ecology and wildlife have suffered in the past from human 
encroachment, today some 150,000 square kilometers of wilderness is 
protected across numerous parks and sanctuaries. Religion also continues 
to influence how people treat their environment: Hinduism as India’s 
prevalent religion teaches respect for all forms of life, and some wild 
animals are even considered to be holy. India is home to the world’s largest 
surviving populations of wild tigers and Indian rhinoceros. If the fate of these 
endangered species is to be decided somewhere, it will be in wild India.

A journey into the wildest parts of the 
subcontinent led by an award-winning 
photographer and zoologist.

A beautifully illustrated account of an expedition into 
the heart of the Amazon, documenting the tribes: their 
culture, rituals, and the threats facing their lands.
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9781943876617
Glitterati Editions
6.5 x 8.75in.
264pp.
August 2019
$30.00/CDN$40.00
Hardcover

Tales from the Trails
Running for Life
Michael Clinton (Foreword: Michael Capiraso, president 
of NYRR, Afterword: Dr. Jordan Metzl)

Running – it’s more than just exercise. It’s a test of physical and mental 
endurance, a fight against limits, and a way to connect with the environment, 
global community of runners, and, ultimately, yourself. Through terrains, both 
paved and rugged, and distances, both long and short, Michael Clinton, the 
president and marketing and publishing director for Hearst Magazines, has 
always packed his running shoes with him as he traveled to over 126 countries 
in all 7 continents. In Tales from the Trails, Clinton and others detail stories 
of trial, tribulation, and triumph, revealing how running has helped someone 
find love, strengthened their relationship with God, and enabled another to 
conquer fear and disappointment. Tales from the Trails is a reminder to lace up 
those old sneakers and hit the trails to run for your life, love, and happiness.

9781788840248
ACC Art Books
9.75 x 11.5in.
288pp., 300 col.
October 2019
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover

Classic Motorcycles
A Century of Masterpieces
Simon de Burton

Featuring exceptional vehicles from the 1930s to the 1990s, Classic Motorcycles 
entertains us with intriguing facts and witty accounts of the bikes’ highs and lows. 
Including motorcycles such as the Scott Squirrel, Vincent Black Shadow, Munch 
Mammoth and Harley-Davidson XR750, they may not be the fastest or the most 
expensive, but all have captured hearts in some way; whether for their unique 
style, the distinctive roar of their engine or for the sheer thrill they give to their 
riders. All are significant and all are highly regarded. These are the motorcycles 
that people should have bought when they were new and kept for future.

Also available: 
Classic Cars ISBN 9781851499168

The inside story of the most collectible 
motorcycles of the twentieth century.

A book about running by runners, including the author, 
who has run in marathons on seven continents, and 
his friends and co-runners who may run for fun, for 
exercise, for mental health, for sport.
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9783740806019
Emons Verlag
5.25 x 8in.
240pp., 111 col.
December 2019
$19.90/CDN$26.90
Paperback

111 Places in Space That You Must Not Miss
Bobak Ferdowsi and Dr. Michelle Thaller

Space is full of places you simply cannot miss!  Our own solar system is full of 
wonders that dwarf anything here on Earth.  On Mars, you can hike up a volcano 
60,000 feet high, or explore a canyon so vast, it would stretch from New York 
to Los Angeles.  Prefer a beach holiday? In the moons of Saturn, you can swim 
in warm saltwater oceans under a layer of ice, or explore black sand beaches 
around liquid methane lakes on Titan.  For the more adventurous, fly close (but 
to too close) to a giant black hole in the middle of our galaxy that has swallowed 
millions of stars.  Watch hundreds of newly-born stars light up clouds of gas 
trillions of miles across, or search for the origins of life – including yourself – in 
the debris of giant stars that exploded violently billions of years ago.  Like any trip 
worth taking, a journey through the universe will show you wonders you never 
imagined, and leave you with more questions than when you started.  

9781785512100
Scala Arts Publishers Inc. 
9.5 x 11in.
240pp., 240 col.
January 2020
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Hardcover

Medicine
An Imperfect Science
Edited by Natasha McEnroe

In Autumn 2019 a spectacular suite of new Medicine galleries is due to 
open at the Science Museum in London, representing the biggest and most 
ambitious project that the Museum has ever undertaken. This permanent 
exhibition will include the historic collection of Henry Wellcome, whose 
personal treasure trove has been on long-term loan to the Museum for 
over 40 years, as well as the Science Museum’s own medical holdings. 
Medicine: An Imperfect Science is formed of stand-alone but connected 
chapters, generously illustrated, within which a rich history of medicine 
collecting can be found.

This fascinating companion to the London 
Science Museum’s new Medicine galleries 
explores the eclectic history of medical 
collecting.

A hitchhiker’s guide to the universe by two space-
science experts.
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The Lazy Frenchie  
in LA
Lifestyle Guide for 
Instagram Lovers
Aurélie Hagen

The Lazy Frenchie in LA is a must have 
for Instagram addicts who love LA. Far 
away from the traditional travel book, 
this photocentric guide brings you the 
best of restaurants, coffee shops, rooftop 
bars, local boutiques, architecture, 
street art and beautiful nature. It uses 
popular hashtags as captions such as 
#BrunchSpot, #DrinkWithAView, 
#DreamBeach, #VintageMarket, etc. 
Whether you are a tourist or a local, 
if you too have a thing for cute cafés, 
funky floors, original street art, romantic 
gardens and dreamy vintage stores, this 
book will guide you to all the right spots. 

Also available:
The Lazy Frenchie in NYC 
ISBN 9782390250548

Don’t be a Tourist in 
New York
The Messy Nessy Chic 
Guide
Vanessa Grall

This book invites you to travel in a way 
that tourists rarely do, whether you’re a 
lifelong New Yorker looking for an excuse 
to leave your apartment or a first time 
visitor searching for a companion that 
won’t drag you around like a sightseer. 
Following the best-seller Don’t be a 
Tourist in Paris, Vanessa Grall takes New 
York, discovering the city with insatiable 
curiosity, leaving no stone unturned. This 
book can wake up your inner explorer ; 
tap into your curiosity and help you to 
discover all five boroughs like a roaming 
detective; a seeker of stories and collector 
of local secrets.

Don’t Be a Tourist  
in Paris
The Messy Nessy Chic 
Guide Vol. 2
Vanessa Grall

You could spend a lifetime trying to sift 
through all of the travel blogs, guides, and 
TV shows about how to best explore 
Paris – or you could start the adventure 
today. The ten chapters in Don’t Be A 
Tourist in Paris were compiled over seven 
years by Vanessa Grall as she discovered 
the city with insatiable curiosity, leaving 
no stone unturned. Her distinct style 
has helped inspire and guide the over 1 
million readers of Messy Nessy Chic as 
they uncover the true secrets of one of 
the world’s most fascinating cities.

This updated guide includes thirty new 
addresses. 

9782390250999
Lannoo Publishers
6 x 8.25in.
200pp., 600 col.
September 2019
$19.95/CDN$26.95
Paperback

9781916430914
13 Things Ltd.
6.5 x 8.75in.
376pp., 150 col.
June 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

9781916430907
13 Things Ltd.
6.5 x 8.75in.
248pp., 150 col.
July 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover
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111 Places for Kids in 
Chicago You Must  
Not Miss
Amy Bizzarri

111 Places for Kids in Chicago That You 
Must Not Miss is not your typical kid-
centered guide to Chicago: step off the 
beaten tourist path, lace up your gym 
shoes and get ready to set off on 111 
adventures across Chicagoland. Feed a 
giraffe; kiss a beluga; find a ghost; descend 
into an energy portal; see (and smell!) a 
corpse flower in bloom. Learn how soap 
is made; meet a million dollars and more. 
If you’re looking for outside-the-box 
family adventures, this is the guide for you.  

111 Places in Berlin 
That You Shouldn’t 
Miss
Lucia Jay von Seldeneck, 
Carolin Huder and Verena 
Eidel

In Berlin, the city divided after World 
War II, everybody knows about the 
Brandenburg Gate, Hitler’s bunker, 
Kennedy’s speech, splendidly broad 
boulevards, and numerous lakes. This 
unusual guide presents Berlin’s other side 
– such as a tower so ugly that no one 
wants to open a restaurant in it; a library 
offering its books in the trunks of living 
trees; the monument for the inventor of 
the currywurst; a residential settlement in 
a former East German prison; the house 
where David Bowie lived; a museum for 
things used for purposes for which they 
were not created; the reception camp for 
refugees from East Germany – and, in a 
completely unexpected spot, the most 
romantic place in Berlin.

111 Places in 
Columbus That You 
Must Not Miss
Sandra Gurvis

From ‘Cowtown’ to the biggest town 
in Ohio, Columbus has always been 
an incubator for new ideas and 
products. There’s always something 
to do and something for everyone, 
whether attending one of the many 
professional and amateur sporting events; 
experiencing fine dining or experimenting 
with exotic cuisine; or participating in 
the city’s vivid, nonstop arts and cultural 
scene. A hidden gem that stands on its 
own, Columbus keeps people coming 
back for more.  

9783740805999
Emons Verlag
5.25 x 8in.
240pp., 111 col.
November 2019
$19.90/CDN$26.90
Paperback

9783740805890
Emons Verlag
5.25 x 8in.
240pp., 111 col.
September 2019
$19.90/CDN$26.90
Paperback, updated edition

9783740806002
Emons Verlag
5.25 x 8in.
240pp., 111 col.
January 2020
$19.90/CDN$26.90
Paperback
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111 Places in Fife That You 
Shouldn’t Miss
Gillian Tait

Fife is an ancient Scottish county with a distinctive, self-
contained identity. Tourists flock to the world-famous golf 
courses in the old university town of St Andrews. But Fife is 
packed with lesser-known treasures, places of stunning natural 
beauty as well as fascinating monuments of every era – 
testaments to its long, eventful and illustrious history. 

111 Places in Gran Canaria That 
You Shouldn’t Miss
Rolando Suárez

Every year, almost four million people visit the third largest 
of the three Canary Islands to sunbathe and enjoy the lovely 
climate. Rolando Suárez invites us to discover remote places, 
hidden gems, and quiet corners away from the throngs of 
vacationers. He knows every road on the island, and he shares 
many of his favorite insider tips in this guidebook. 

9783740805975
Emons Verlag
5.25 x 8in.
240pp., 111 col.
December 2019
$19.90/CDN$26.90
Paperback

9783740806040
Emons Verlag
5.25 x 8in.
240pp., 111 col.
October 2019
$19.90/CDN$26.90
Paperback

111 Places in Myanmar That You 
Shouldn’t Miss
Frauke Kraas, Regine Sphoner & Jörg 
Stadelbauer

Myanmar is a land of contrasts. Fascinating discoveries wait in 
the dense crowds of the capital metropolis, and in the remote 
Chin Mountains. The authors offer insights into their own 
favorite places and lead you to secluded and impressive gems. 

111 Places in Poole That You 
Shouldn’t Miss
Katherine Bebo

Poole: home to the second largest natural harbor in the world, 
award-winning sandy beaches, and tons of pottery. Whether 
you’re a visitor or a local and want to discover where writer 
H.G. Wells’ ashes are scattered, a ghost village that hasn’t 
been inhabited since World War II, or the location for one of 
Coldplay’s music videos, this guide will point them out.

9783740807146
Emons Verlag
5.25 x 8in.
240pp., 111 col.
October 2019
$19.90/CDN$26.90
Paperback

9783740805982
Emons Verlag
5.25 x 8in.
240pp., 111 col.
December 2019
$19.90/CDN$26.90
Paperback
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9789460582424
Luster
4.75 x 7in.
264pp., 90 col.
Available
$23.00/CDN$31.00
Paperback

The 500 Hidden Secrets of Istanbul
Feride Yalav

In this new title in the successful series The 500 Hidden Secrets, Feride Yalav 
shares all of her favorite insider tips, tricks and places to explore Istanbul. She 
discovers new ones every day, thanks to her job as a writer and editor for 
several tourist and expat magazines. Her book contains fun and interesting lists 
such as 5 restaurants to discover modern Turkish cuisine, the 5 most beautiful 
beaches, 5 unknown architectural gems from the Ottoman Empire, the 5 best 
spots for live music, 5 cafés with a breathtaking view and much more.

9789460582417
Luster
4.75 x 7in.
206pp., 90 col.
Available
$23.00/CDN$31.00
Paperback

The 500 Hidden Secrets of Venice
Anna Sardi

Venice is one of the most popular tourist destinations in Europe. 
Nevertheless, every day brings new discoveries in this city, says local 
architect Anna Sardi. She knows Venice like the back of her hand and is 
always on the lookout to find out about cultural events, from exhibitions 
connected to the biennale, to concerts and films in pop-up venues. In The 
500 Hidden Secrets of Venice she shares her favorite places and tips, and also 
provides a fresh perspective on the must-visit (cultural) spots. Includes 5 
restaurants that most tourists will never find, 5 cosy markets in the open air, 
the 5 most beautiful buildings by architect Carlo Scarpa, 5 convents where 
you can spend the night, the 5 nicest bookshops for kids and much more.

A guide to undiscovered Venice.

The perfect book for those who are keen to track 
down Istanbul’s best-kept secrets.
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9789460582387
Luster
5 x 7in.
280pp., 90 col.
Available
$25.00/CDN$34.00
Paperback

Hidden Holland
Saskia Naafs & Guido van Eijck

Hidden Holland is the third guide in the Hidden series covering countries and 
regions, and following on from the phenomenally successful 500 Hidden Secrets 
series which focuses on cities around the world.  It brings you the unexpected 
sides of the Netherlands through interesting stories and surprising places such 
as: 5 artworks in unexpected locations, the 7 most authentic pubs, 6 impressive 
Deltaprojects, 5 cool gentrified industrial sites, 6 local specialties you should try 
and much more. 

Also available:
Hidden Tenerife ISBN 9789460582219
Hidden Belgium ISBN 9789460582141

9789460582431
Luster
5 x 7in.
256pp., 90 col.
August 2019
$25.00/CDN$34.00
Paperback

Hidden Scotland
Lauren MacCallum

This new addition to Luster’s successful, practical and attractive Hidden series, 
covering countries and regions, is the perfect book for those who wish to 
discover the most beautiful sides of Scotland. From jawdropping landscapes 
to interesting cities, Hidden Scotland will turn your trip into a memorable and 
unique experience. Experience the real beauty of Scotland through interesting 
lists such as the best places for streetfood in Edinburgh, the most beautiful 
hikes, the most surprising places to spend the night in the Highlands, the best 
mountain bike tracks in the South, must-visit distilleries for gin and whisky lovers 
and much more.

With this guide your trip to Scotland will surely become a memorable and 
unique experience. The book is a genuine ode to the real beauty of Scotland.

The perfect guide to Scotland’s secret places.

Explore every corner of the Netherlands with this 
handy, chunky guide book.
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9781788840354
ACC Art Books
5.25 x 8.25in.
320pp., 180 col.
July 2019
$19.95/CDN$26.95
Paperback with flaps

Jane Austen’s England
A Travel Guide
Karin Quint

Walk in Jane Austen’s footsteps with this unique travel guide. Rambling across the 
rolling fields of Hampshire, along the bustling streets of London and around the 
golden crescents of Bath, Jane Austen’s England is the perfect companion for any 
Janeite planning a pilgrimage.

Functionally arranged by region, each chapter tracks down the most iconic scenes 
from both the big and little screen, as well as the key destinations where Jane lived, 
danced and wrote. Descriptions of each location are interspersed with biographical 
anecdotes and local history. 

With a compilation of websites, seasonal opening hours and tour details, this 
compact book contains everything you need to immerse yourself in Austen.

9781864707571
The Images Publishing Group
7 x 9in.
320pp., color
September 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

The Gardener’s Travel Companion  
to England
What to see and where to stay
Janelle McCulloch

This beautiful new book by bestselling author Janelle McCulloch shows you 
where to find these garden destinations, from the celebrated to the little-known. 
It also details the private estates that only open several times a year. Elegantly 
designed and illustrated, the pages within are also packed full of spectacular 
botanical-inspired hideaways to stay, linger, shop, dine and drink at, from garden-
inspired restaurants to garden-enhanced hotels.

A perfect gift for the botanical traveler.

The first and only travel guide that focuses on Austen’s 
life, work, and cultural legacy.
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9781788840460
ACC Art Books
6 x 8.25in.
160pp., 
October 2019
$19.95/CDN$26.95
Paperback with flaps

Writer’s London
Carrie Kania and Alan Oliver

London has long been a center of the literary world. From Shakespeare to 
Amis, Byron to Blake, Plath, Thomas, Christie and Rowling: many of the greatest 
names in literature have made this metropolis their home.

Writers’ London guides the reader through homes, bookshops, pubs and 
cemeteries, in search of where literary greats loved and lost, drank and died. 
Discover the Islington building where Joe Orton was murdered by his lover, the 
Soho pub where Dylan Thomas left his manuscript, the Chelsea hotel where 
Oscar Wilde was arrested, and the Bank of England where Kenneth Graham 
was shot at (and missed) three times. Gathering hundreds of famous and less-
well-known anecdotes, this meticulously researched volume will entertain any 
lover of literature.

9781788840385
ACC Art Books
6 x 8.25in.
160pp., 50 col.
September 2019
$19.95/CDN$26.95
Paperback with flaps

Art London
Hettie Judah, photographs by Alex Schneiderman

Prodigies, revolutionaries, defiers of the patriarchy; drunks, rebels and 
impassioned immigrants; queer pioneers, paint-spattered punks and proto-
feminists: there have always been artists in London. Art London is more than 
a guidebook. It will accompany you on a journey through this great city, 
telling stories, uncovering histories, sharing insights into those who have 
made, collected and influenced art past and present. Anish Kapoor, Grayson 
Perry, Mona Hatoum, John Akomfra, Rasheed Araeen, Sunil Gupta, Tracey 
Emin and Yinka Shonibare were among the artists who agreed to have their 
portraits taken for this book, while at work in their studios. 

Fascinating, entertaining, full of anecdote and insights, Art London reflects 
the city itself: energetic, diverse, resilient, occasionally outrageous, and never 
short of fresh ideas.

Inside Britain’s art scene with some of Britain’s 
foremost contemporary artists, including 
Grayson Perry, Anish Kapoor, Tracey Emin, 
Phyllida Barlow, Sunil Gupta, Mark Wallinger, 
Mona Hatoum and Jeremy Deller.

A sleek guide to homes, bookshops, pubs and 
cemeteries, in search of where literary greats loved 
and lost, drank and died.
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9781910566558
Hoxton Mini Press
4.5 x 6.25in.
192pp., 90 col.
October 2019
$12.95/CDN$17.50
Paperback

An Opinionated Guide to London 
Architecture
Sujata Burman and Rosa Bertoli 

Following on from the success of An Opinionated Guide to East London, ISBN 
978191056220, Hoxton Mini Press are developing a series of ‘opinionated 
guides’ to aspects of London, each offering concise, highly curated, insider 
selections alongside stunning, original photography. Two expert writers, Sujata 
Burman and Rosa Bertoli of Wallpaper Magazine, have joined forces with 
architectural photographer Taran Wilkhu to create an unashamedly confident 
guide to the must-see buildings in London, spanning all the architectural styles: 
from Art Deco to postmodern, brutalist to futuristic. Over 50 buildings are 
included alongside four maps with guided city walks. Why buy a guidebook 
when all information is online? Because people want opinion to cut through 
the clutter. 

9781910566565
Hoxton Mini Press
4.5 x 6.25in.
160pp., 65 col.
October 2019
$12.95/CDN$17.50
Paperback

An Opinionated Guide to Vegan London
Sara Kiyo Popowa 
Photography by Sam Harris

Veganism has come of age. And we should all be thankful, not just the cows. 
The brilliant places in this guide will tempt even those more traditional 
foodies with their original food pairings and stylish, fresh interiors. Instagram 
blogger, with a global following, Sara Kiyo Popowa has helped Hoxton 
Mini Press create an unashamedly opinionated guide to the very best 
ethical eateries in all of London. From dirty burgers to superfood bowls, 
cheesemongers to bakeries, this pocket-sized companion is a must for 
anyone that cares about the planet as much as their taste buds. Why buy 
a guidebook when all information is available online? Because people want 
opinion to cut through the clutter.  

The best places to eat modern vegan 
food in London. Period.

The very best buildings to visit in London – 
according to those in the know. 
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9783955049058
Monaco Books
7.25 x 9in.
416pp., 550 col.
October 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Flexibind

Where in the World?
Global Dream Destinations
Edited by Monaco Books

Lying on the beach enjoying sweet idleness? Embarking on a safari at dawn 
seeing wild animals up close?  Ambling through ancient ruins, and tracking a 
long-forgotten culture?  Everyone has a different definition of what makes the 
perfect holiday, and the world is full of places that offer something that caters 
to every taste, whether culturally significant, or simply beautiful. 

Where in the World? takes you to the most beautiful places on Earth, and shows 
you where wildlife photographers, hobby historians or party animals, seekers 
of silence or art lovers will all find their very own piece of holiday happiness. 
From the steppes of Africa, to the rainforests of the Amazon, from the geysers 
of Iceland to the blue lagoons of the Caribbean, this book journeys to all the 
places that must be seen at least once in a lifetime. 

9783955049041
Monaco Books
9 x 11.5in.
176pp., 450 col.
October 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

Wild Britain | Wild Ireland
Unique National Parks, Nature Reserves 
and Biosphere Reserves
Edited by Monaco Books

Britain and Ireland have so much to offer. The Gulf Stream is responsible for 
the development of many unique natural landscapes, and Britain’s countless 
natural wonders have one thing in common: the color green. Whether 
in Ireland, on the Shetland Islands or the Isle of Man – green prevails 
everywhere. The islands’ vast moors, steep cliffs and gentle hills are not only 
the habitat of many animals, but also of abundant flora and fauna. UNESCO 
protected areas and national parks such as Wester Ross and Galloway, 
Snowdonia and Dartmoor, Copper Coast and Killarney give a glimpse of the 
unique beauty of the nature of the British Isles.

A guide to the most beautiful, untamed places in 
England and Ireland.

A dazzling tour of dream destinations for every taste 
from around the world.
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Curves: Northern Italy
Lombardy, South Tyrol, Veneto
Stefan Bogner

Curves: Northern Italy: Lombardy, South Tyrol, Veneto portrays 
the most beautiful passes of Northern Italy. Starting at the 
Timmelsjoch, heading south to Lake Garda, and then east 
to the Three Peaks in South Tyrol, this book will lead you on 
a stunning journey through some of Northern Italy’s most 
beautiful roadway scenescapes. 

Curves Scotland
Number 8
Stefan Bogner

Curves is the ultimate high-quality journeyman’s magazine. 
Produced with love and aimed at all who drive, bike or cycle 
with passion, it encapsulates the joy of the open road. This 
volume focuses on Scotland: its meandering roads, its hilly 
heights, the breath-taking bleakness of its countryside.

9783667114488
Delius Klasing 
8.25 x 11in.
256pp., 250 col.
Available
$20.00/CDN$27.00
Paperback, English, German

9783667113979
Delius Klasing
8.25 x 11in.
258pp., 250 col.
May 2019
$20.00/CDN$27.00
Paperback, English, German

Curves: Denver – San Francisco
Stefan Bogner

The Curves series encapsulates the joy of the open road 
through Stefan Bogner’s masterful photography, showcasing 
the full magnificence of the landscape. This new addition to the 
series covers the most scenic driving routes between Denver 
and San Francisco, including Pikes Peak, Aspen, Durango, 
Monument Valley, Bryce Canyon, Lake Tahoe and 14 others.

World Heritage Japan
John Lander

Author and photographer John Lander takes the magnificent 
UNESCO World Heritage sites of Japan as a starting point 
for exploring the country’s architecture, history, customs and 
festivals. With a lyrical preface by Pico Iyer, World Heritage 
Japan is Lander’s personal photographic tribute to a diverse 
and ancient culture – a stunning visual journey across Japan.

9783667115584
8.25 x 11in.
248pp., 220 col.
December 2019
$20.00/CDN$27.00
Paperback, English, German

9786164510111
River Books
10 x 10in.
232pp., 300 col.
September 2019
$29.95/CDN$39.95
Paperback
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9781851498215
ACC Editions
13.75 x 10.75in.
96pp., 34 col., 170 b.&w.
Available
Was: $29.95;  Now: $15.00/CDN$19.99
Paperback

Bob Dylan Play Book
Illustrations by Matteo Guarnaccia, Text by Giulia Pivetta

Beginning with rockabilly, moving on to folk music, sliding over to electric, 
and falling into a psychedelic phase, like a chameleon Bob Dylan has changed 
his skin repeatedly over the years, juggling his image with apparent ease 
and subverting the prevailing social and aesthetic models each time. His 
Supro guitar and the leather jacket – reminiscent of James Dean; the muse 
of his hobo period Suze Rotolo and his legendary Triumph Bonneville; the 
Newport Jazz Festival and the Gaslight Cafe in Greenwich Village: artist Matteo 
Guarnaccia has documented this pilgrimage of styles stage by stage, year 
by year, with a wealth of detail. The clothes, faces, music and places of those 
years become subjects to color in, paper-dolls to dress, and board games to 
assemble, while the characters of his songs provide the members of a colorful 
circus. This is the ultimate collector’s activity-book.

9781788840583
ACC Editions
9.25 x 11.5in.
224pp., 15 col., 83 b.&w.
Available
Was: $49.95;  Now: $35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

Two Days that Rocked the World
Elton John Live at Dodger Stadium: 
Photographs by Terry O’ Neill
Introduction by Billie Jean King, contributions by Ray 
Cooper, Kenny Passarelli and Davey Johnstone

On October 25 and 26, 1975, Elton John - the world’s biggest pop star - 
performed two sold-out shows in California’s Dodger Stadium. Photographer Terry 
O’Neill was on-hand to capture every moment. O’Neill was given unprecedented 
access to document this incredible occasion and now, for the first time in book 
form, these photos – many of which have never been seen before – celebrate 
two milestone days in music history. Including an introduction by Billie Jean King, 
this incredible book features more than 150 photographs along with O’Neill’s own 
memories of the event itself.  This book celebrates the story of a concert that was 
instantly dubbed an iconic moment in music history and John’s finest moment.

On October 25 and 26, 1975, Elton John 
performed two career-defining shows in 
California’s Dodger Stadium. Photographer Terry 
O’Neill was there to capture every moment. 

A collector’s coloring and activity-book dedicated to 
the clothes, songs, and key people and places in the 
career of the legendary singer-songwriter.
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9781788840590
ACC Editions
9.25 x 11.75in.
208pp., 1 col., 100 b.&w.
Available
Was: $45.00;  Now: $25.00/CDN$34.00
Hardcover

When Ziggy Played the Marquee
David Bowie’s Last Performance as Ziggy 
Stardust
Terry O’Neill

When Ziggy played The Marquee Club in Soho, London, in October 1973, 
most of those invited did not realize that this would be the last performance 
David Bowie would ever give as Ziggy Stardust. 

Photographer Terry O’Neill captured Bowie and his crew backstage as they 
went through costume changes. On stage, dodging television cameras and 
lights, O’Neill captured the incredible stage presence for which Bowie and 
his crew had become renowned. Award-winning music writer Daniel Rachel 
interviews key contributors of the day, including O’Neill, Ava Cherry, Amanda 
Lear and Geoff MacCormack along with new insights and memories from fans 
who were in the audience who played witness to this incredible moment.

9781788840491
ACC Art Books
7.5 x 9in.
212pp., 80 col., 90 b.&w.
July 2019
Was: $45.00;  Now: $25.00/CDN$34.00
Hardcover

Duffy Bowie
Five Sessions
Kevin Cann, Chris Duffy

Brian Duffy’s most famous photograph dates from the 1970s and is the 
iconic and revolutionary cover of David Bowie’s album ‘Aladdin Sane’, a 
shot that became the defining look of Bowie’s long career, and has been 
referred to as the Mona Lisa of pop. The photographer and the rock star 
collaborated on four other projects: Ziggy Stardust, The Man Who Fell to 
Earth, Scary Monsters (and Super Creeps) and Lodger. 

Written by David Bowie’s biographer, Kevin Cann, Duffy Bowie - Five Sessions 
features anecdotes and stories from those attending the shoots.

Illustrates Brian Duffy’s five different photographic 
shoots with David Bowie, documenting Bowie’s 
career and pioneering reinvention.

Rare and unseen images from Terry O’Neill’s 
unprecedented access to David Bowie’s last 
performance as Ziggy Stardust, including candid 
backstage shots.
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9781788840545
ACC Art Books
9.25 x 11.75in.
352pp., 15 col., 300 b.&w.
Available
Was: $75.00;  Now: $39.95/CDN$53.95
Hardcover

Jazz
The Iconic Images of Ted Williams
Ted Williams

From the smoky backstage dressing rooms of New York and Chicago’s 
pioneering jazz clubs to the acclaimed Jazz festivals that flourished to enthral 
legions of fans, Ted Williams’ camera captured the intimacy and the wizardry of 
Jazz’s greats as they perfected their art over more than three decades from the 
1940s-1970s. 

When Williams died in 2009 at the age of 84, he left nearly 100,000 prints and 
negatives behind – many of which have never been seen before. Jazz, the first 
book dedicated to the jazz photography of Ted Williams, highlights hundreds of 
these unseen jazz images and is captioned throughout by his own memories 
along with commentary from some of the leading jazz historians and journalists 
working today.

9781788840514
ACC Art Books
8 x 10in.
192pp., 200 b.&w.
July 2019
Was: $35.00;  Now: $20.00/CDN$27.00
Hardcover

Groupies and Other Electric Ladies
The original 1969 Rolling Stone photographs 
by Baron Wolman
Baron Wolman, with a foreword by Holly George-Warren

The 1960s witnessed a huge cultural revolution. Music was at the heart of a new 
generation’s rallying cry for love, peace and harmony. With men dominating as 
musicians and performers, the women backstage started to explore their own forms 
of liberation and self-expression. They became better known as the Groupies.

In February 1969 Rolling Stone magazine released an issue called ‘THE GROUPIES 
and Other Girls’ featuring the work of their chief photographer, Baron Wolman. 
It would turn out to be a sensational milestone, making instant celebrities of the 
women featured. Now, over 45 years later, ACC and Iconic Images are proud to 
publish the photographs of Baron Wolman in a single volume. 

The original chronicle of the women who became 
deeply influential style icons, integral to the worlds 
of musicians like Frank Zappa, The Doors, Led 
Zeppelin, The Rolling Stones, Captain Beefheart, 
Alice Cooper, The Who and Gram Parsons.

A monumental publication, Jazz is the definitive look at 
nearly thirty years of jazz from a man and his camera 
who enjoyed unique access as the history of jazz 
unfolded.
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9781788840521
ACC Art Books
7.75 x 9.75in.
208pp., 61 col., 72 b.&w.
July 2019
Was: $40.00;  Now: $20.00/CDN$27.00
Hardcover

Iggy & The Stooges
One Night at the Whisky 1970
Ed Caraeff

In May 1970, The Stooges were in the middle of recording their celebrated 
album, ‘Fun House’ at Elektra Records Recording Studio in Los Angeles. That 
same month, they appeared at the Whisky a Go-Go on Sunset Boulevard for 
two incredible nights. Ed Caraeff, a new rock photographer who had burst 
onto the scene three years prior with his now-iconic image of Jimi Hendrix 
burning his guitar onstage at Monterey, happened to be in that crowd, and took 
a plethora of wonderful pictures. 

Ed Caraeff ’s coverage of this monumental moment is reprinted here.  Along 
with images and contact sheets, original interviews shed new light on that 
unforgettable night. 

9781788840484
ACC Art Books
9.25 x 11.75in.
224pp., 153 col., 95 b.&w.
July 2019
Was: $75.00;  Now: $40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover

The Carpets of Afghanistan
Richard D. Parsons

In Carpets of Afghanistan, author Richard Parsons treats the reader not only to 
a veritable feast of carpets and rugs, all with their attendant tribal origins and 
motifs vividly explained, but also to a fascinating journey through the history of 
a diverse and colorful country. The author shares his respect and admiration 
for Afghanistan’s stoic people, who, somehow, despite political upheavals, 
forced resettlement, a harsh climate and often primitive nomadic conditions, 
manage to fashion exquisite works of art which reflect their pride in their 
many-faceted heritage. 

Afghan rugs, which are instantly appealing due to their traditional colors and 
bold designs, open up a whole vista for the collector, from sumptuous piled 
purdahs to flat woven prayer rugs, all of them well illustrated in the 153 color 
and 90 black and white plates.

One of the most detailed analysis of 
Afghanistan rug production ever published.

Never before published photos of Iggy Pop and The 
Stooges at the height of their fame.
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Courts and Courtly 
Arts in Renaissance 
Italy
Arts and Politics in the 
Early Modern Age
Edited by Marco Folin

“Courts and Courtly Arts is a 
handsomely produced text enhanced 
by an extraordinary number of color 
reproductions of objects, drawings, 
paintings, and buildings that reveal the 
liveliness and the scope of Renaissance 
Italy’s court cultures.”  College Art 
Association

Italian Renaissance art is closely 
intertwined with the development of 
courts and court culture in much of the 
Italian territory. The patronage of the 
ruling families of the small Italian city-
states greatly favored the flourishing of 
the figurative arts and architecture, but 
also in music, literature, and theater. Richly 
illustrated, this beautiful volume offers a 
comprehensive overview of the subject.

Fashion Jewels: 
Coppola e Toppo
Deanna Farneti Cera

Deanna Farneti Cera first glimpsed the 
jewels of Coppola e Toppo in 1987 
at an auction house in Milan. Instantly 
fascinated by their diversity, the evocative 
power of the colors, the wealth of 
shapes and motifs and the multitude of 
materials used, she soon developed an 
overwhelming passion for the stunning 
creations. 

This book, researched over the last 
twenty years, is the culmination of 
that passion and a reconstruction of 
the creative path of Coppola e Toppo, 
charting their inspiring partnership from 
their first appearance in VOGUE in 1948, 
through to Lyda’s death in 1986.

Jacqueline Groag
Textile & Pattern 
Design: Wiener 
Werkstätte to 
American Modern
Geoff Rayner, Annamarie 
Stapleton and Richard 
Chamberlain

Jacqueline Groag was probably the most 
influential textile designer in Britain in 
the post Second World War era. During 
the late twenties and early thirties 
she designed textiles for the Wiener 
Werkstätte in Vienna and subsequently 
designed and produced unique hand 
printed lengths of fabrics for many of the 
leading Parisian fashion houses, including 
Chanel, Lanvin, Worth, Schiaparelli and 
Paul Poiret. She was awarded a gold 
medal for textile design at the Milan 
Triennale in 1933 and another gold medal 
for printed textiles at the Paris World 
Fair in 1937. Jacqueline had a long and 
successful career until her death in 1986.

9781851496433
Antique Collectors’ Club
9.5 x 11.75in.
444pp., 289 col., 4 b.&w.
Available
Was: $65.00;  Now: $49.95/CDN$67.50
Hardcover

9781788840507
ACC Art Books
10 x 10in.
284pp., 260 col., 35 b.&w.
July 2019
Was: $39.95;  Now: $25.00/CDN$34.00
Hardcover

9781788840538
ACC Art Books
8.25 x 10.25in.
224pp., 150 col., 20 b.&w.
July 2019
Was: $55.00;  Now: $35.00/CDN$47.50
Paperback with flaps
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Starting to Collect 
Antique Furniture
John Andrews

This concise yet wide-ranging survey of 
collectible antique furniture, illustrated 
throughout in full color, guides the new 
collector through almost three centuries 
of Western Furniture with clarity and 
authority.

Invaluable as a reference tool, it offers 
collectors the means to identify key 
features of a wide variety of pieces, 
ranging from the Gothic and Renaissance 
period to Art Nouveau, and the beginning 
of the twentieth century. The book is 
structured chronologically by century 
and, within each time period, by country. 
Existing collectors will find all titles in 
the series act as a handy and portable 
reference, and beginners will welcome 
a reliable, accessible starting point from 
which their interests can develop.

New Street Art
Claude Crommelin (aka 
Claudelondon)

Street art is part of every cityscape. 
By street art, we mean the crazy and 
wonderful stencils, paste-ups, paintings 
and little sculptures that decorate our 
urban landscape, catching our eyes and 
surprising us with their beauty, humor 
or pithy comment on society. It is, 
however, ephemeral and the work can 
disappear very quickly or be damaged by 
the elements or vandalism. Through his 
website, Claudelondon has documented 
thousands of works by artists active in the 
city; this book covers over 150 of those. 

Sofreh
The Art of Persian 
Celebration
Maryam Khosrowshahi, Dr 
Willem Floor, Parviz Tanavoli

‘Sofreh’ is Persian for ‘spread’ – referring 
to the colorful arrangements of flowers, 
condiments and objects of spiritual or 
cultural importance that are displayed 
at Persian ceremonies. Flush with lavish 
historical illustrations and contemporary 
photography, this book documents 
Persian marriage and New Year 
celebrations in rich detail. Sofreh pays 
homage to ancient traditions, discussing 
the symbiosis of symbolism and culture. 
Despite their ancestral roots, the featured 
ceremonies are infused with life and 
creativity.  These two lavishly illustrated 
volumes, which make an enduring gift, 
are devoted to showcasing sofreh 
compositions in all of their glory. Never 
before have the splendor and beauty of 
the sofreh been presented in such an 
intricate and novel fashion.

9781788840576
ACC Art Books
7.75 x 9.5in.
192pp., 248 col., 64 b.&w.
Available
Was: $25.00;  Now: $12.95/CDN$17.50
Hardcover

9781788840552
ACC Art Books
8.25 x 8.25in.
272pp., 312 col.
Available
Was: $29.95;  Now: $15.00/CDN$20.00
Paperback

9781788840569
ACC Art Books
8.75 x 8.75in.
612pp., 352 col.
Available
Was: $95.00;  Now $45.00/CDN$60.00
2 vols, hardcover, slipcase
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Zandra Rhodes
Textile Revolution: 
Medals, Wiggles and 
Pop 1961-1971
Samantha Erin Safer

Pop art created a fresh new outlook 
using everyday objects and design 
conflating high and low culture into a 
bright bold aesthetic. A young, eager, and 
talented textile student, Zandra Rhodes, 
took inspiration from the Pop movement 
encircling her at the Royal College of Art 
and the energy and personalities that put 
London on the fashion map. 

This book highlights Rhodes’s early 
textile designs from her years at the 
Royal College of Art, to her first foray 
into the fashion world with designs for 
the legendary Swinging London duo 
Foale and Tuffin, to the launch of her 
eponymous collection as well as special 
commissions for Jacqmar, &Vice Versa, and 
Sekers Pty Australia. 

War Artists in 
Afghanistan
Beyond the Wire
Jules George, co-author 
Michael Fay

Jules George, war artist, traveled to 
Helmand, Afghanistan, in 2010, in the 
wake of its bloodiest year for British 
troops. War Artists in Afghanistan: Beyond 
the Wire reproduces the remarkable 
sketches, watercolors and oil paintings 
born of his experiences with the 2nd 
Yorkshires (Green Howards). 

The book also features the work of four 
other war artists in Afghanistan: Douglas 
Farthing, a former Sergeant Major in 
the British paratroopers; and Michael 
Fay, soldier-turned-combat artist for the 
United States Marine Corps; Arabella 
Dorman, internationally recognized 
portrait painter and war artist; and 
Matthew Cook, trained illustrator, former 
Times war artist and Territorial Army 
soldier.  

A 21st Century Garden
Georg Grabherr, Traudl 
Grabherr, Lois Lammerhuber

Georg Grabherr, one of the most 
influential conservation biologists, 
has created a domestic garden and 
incorporated key biosphere reserve 
concepts. Over time, his garden has 
developed into an ecological gem where 
the idea of “nature in the garden” has 
been realized in exemplary manner. 
He guides us through the phenological 
seasons that divide the year by the 
arrival of key species, covers themes 
dear to the gardener’s heart and 
engages in a dialogue with nature, 
thoughtfully accepting and using what is 
wild and spontaneous. Award-winning 
photographer Lois Lammerhuber has 
captured this amazing space throughout 
a whole gardening year and introduces 
us to an unusual but convincing garden 
aesthetic.

9781788840606
ACC Art Books
8.5 x 10.5in.
264pp., 218 col., 45 b.&w.
Available
Was: $49.95;  Now: $35.00/CDN$47.50
Paperback with flaps

9781851497881
ACC Editions
9 x 10.75in.
208pp., 186 col., 30 b.&w.
Available
Was: $65.00;  Now: $35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

9783903101739
Lammerhuber
9.5 x 12.5in.
368pp., 304 col.
July 2019
Was: $80.00;  Now: $35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover, English, German
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9789460581311
Luster
8 x 11in.
240pp., 200 col.
Available
Was: $60.00;  Now: $32.00/CDN$43.00
Hardcover, English, French, Dutch

Eccentric Homes
Thijs Demeulemeester,  photography by Diane Hendrikx

Quality, originality and daring – these three words sum up what ‘Belgian’ stands 
for overseas when we’re talking about interior design. There are no stark 
or beige homes here, no minimalism. Here is an array of colors, rich fabrics, 
unusual yet always successful combinations of styles and periods; there is even 
a good dose of kitsch to be found – such as stuffed animals.

Interiors included come from the likes of Geoffroy Van Hulle, Lionel Jadot, 
Gerald Watelet and Jean-Philippe Demeyer. The texts are concise, personal and 
informative, based on interviews with the people living in these homes.

9789460581984
Luster
8.75 x 11.25in.
256pp., 200 col.
Available
Was: $50.00;  Now: $32.00/CDN$43.00
Hardcover

Close to Nature
Inspiring Houses off the Road
Frank Visser & Mirjam Bleeker

Photographer Mirjam Bleeker and stylist and designer Frank Visser have 
known each other for more than 18 years. During this time they have 
traveled around the world, often without a fixed plan, seeking adventure and 
beautiful houses. On their travels, they visited the homes and holiday retreats 
of some fascinating people, built in the most beautiful and unspoiled places. 
Immortalized in gorgeous full-color photographs, this book is a homage to 
the remote way of life.

Filled with full-color photographs of gorgeous 
houses in a wild, natural setting.

15 photographic reports of eccentric and colorful 
interiors, exquisitely presented in a coffee table book. 
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Tips for Kids: Minions
Cool Projects for your Lego® 
Bricks
Joachim Klang

Comprehensive and easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions 
provide guidance on how to build Gru and his friends out of 
the bricks in your Lego® home collection. Become the master 
of minion madness!

20 Cool Projects for your  
Lego® Bricks
Joe Klang, Oliver Albrecht, Lutz Uhlmann 
&Tim Bischoff

This is the perfect gift for all Lego® fans: a handy metal box 
containing 52 cards with step-by-step instructions for 20 
projects. Plants and people and all sorts of vehicles are just 
waiting to be constructed. 

9783958434943
Heel Verlag
8 x 10in.
80pp., 100 col.
Available
Was: $12.95;  Now: $6.95/CDN$9.50
Paperback

9783958435674
Heel Verlag
6.5 x 4.25in.
52pp., 100 col.
Available
Was: $16.99;  Now: $9.99/CDN$13.50
Box, cards

Leica M
1954 to today
Günter Osterloh
This official book vividly describes, in words and with 
numerous illustrations, how this unique camera came to be 
and how it was possible to continually optimize its functions 
and to complement them with new technologies that were 
both innovative and sensible. 

New York Resized
Jasper Léonard

The Big Apple in miniature: Tilt-Shift techniques create a 
dazzling bird’s-eye perspective, transforming New York City life 
into a swirling anthill of miniature people. Accompanied by the 
best quotes about the city.

9783958434615
Heel Verlag
9 x 11in.
328pp., 300 col., 100 b.&w.
June 2019
Was: $35.00;  Now: $19.99/CDN$26.99
Hardcover, English, German

9789401443395
Lannoo Publishers
7.5 x 5in.
144pp., 140 col.
Available
Was: $17.95;  Now: $9.95/CDN$13.50
Hardcover
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111 Museums in New York 
That You Must Not Miss
Wendy Lubovich. Photographs by Ed 
Lefkowicz

111 Places in Washington, DC 
That You Must Not Miss
Andréa Seiger

Urban Jungle
Living and Styling with Plants
Igor Josifovic and Judith de Graaff

111 Places in Chicago That 
You Must Not Miss
Amy Bizzarri

The 500 Hidden Secrets of 
New York
Michiel Vos

The Wristwatch Handbook
A Comprehensive Guide to 
Mechanical Wristwatches
Ryan Schmidt

111 Places in Los Angeles 
That You Must Not Miss
Laurel Moglen and Julia Posey; 
photographs by Lyudmila Zotova

The 500 Hidden Secrets of 
San Francisco
Leslie Santarina

Tel Aviv
Food. People. Stories. A 
Culinary Journey With NENI
Haya Molcho and Nuriel Molcho

9783740803797
Emons Verlag
5.25 x 8in.
240pp., 111 col.
$19.90/CDN$26.90
Paperback

9783740802585
Emons Verlag
5.25 x 8in.
240pp., 111 col.
$19.90/CDN$26.90
Paperback

9783766722447
Callwey
8.5 x 11in.
176pp., 250 col.
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

9783740801564
Emons Verlag
5.25 x 8in.
240pp., 111 col.
$19.90/CDN$26.90
Paperback

9789460581779
Luster
4.75 x 7in.
256pp., 100 col.
$23.00/CDN$31.00
Paperback

9781851498291
ACC Art Books
9.75 x 11.5in.
352pp., 445 col., 7 b.&w.
$85.00/CDN$115.00
Hardcover

9783954518845
Emons Verlag
5.25 x 8in.
240pp., 111 col.
$19.90/CDN$26.90
Paperback

9789460582196
Luster
4.75 x 7in.
264pp., 80 col.
$23.00/CDN$31.00
Paperback

9781788840293
ACC Art Books
7.5 x 10in.
280pp., 146 col., 2 b.&w.
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover
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Kenzo Takada
Kazuko Masui and Chihiro Masui 

Route 66
The Main Street of America

Goats and Sheep.  
A Portrait Farm
Kevin Horan, Elena Passarello

The Blind Earthworm in the 
Labyrinth
Veeraporn Nitiprapha translated by 
Kong Rithdee

150 Restaurants You Need to 
Visit Before You Die
Amélie Vincent (The Foodalist) 

World Cup 1970-2018
Panini Football Collections

Rock ‘n’ Roll London
A Guide to the City’s Musical 
Heritage
Tony Barrell

Cabins
Escape to Nature
Leslie Santarina

Roaming America
Exploring the National Parks
Renee & Matthew Hahnel 

9781788840019
ACC Art Books
8.25 x 11.25in.
464pp., 322 col., 105 b.&w.
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Hardcover

9783955047573
Monaco Books
9 x 11.5in.
264pp., 600 col.
$29.95/CDN$39.95
Hardcover

9788874398409
5 Continents Editions
9 x 12.5in.
112pp., 49 b.&w.
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

9786164510135
River Books
6 x 8.25in.
206pp., 
$11.99/CDN$15.99
Paperback

9789401454421
Lannoo Publishers
7.5 x 10in.
256pp., 280 col., 20 b.&w.
$34.95/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

9788857014166
Franco Cosimo Panini
9.5 x 10.5in.
888pp., 1500 col.
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Paperback, English, Italian, German, French, 
Spanish, Dutch

9781788840163
ACC Art Books
6 x 8.25in.
160pp., 21 col., 13 b.&w.
$19.95/CDN$26.95
Paperback with flaps

9781864708332
The Images Publishing Group
8.5 x 11in.
208pp., 
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover

9789401453486
Lannoo Publishers
8.25 x 10.75in.
304pp., 280 col.
$49.99/CDN$67.50
Hardcover
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ACC DISTRIBUTES FOR A WIDE RANGE OF PUBLISHERS:

5 Continents Editions

13 Things Ltd.

24 ORE Cultura

ACC Art Books
ACC Editions
ACR Edition
America’s Greatest Brands
Andrea Monfried Editions
Antique Collectors’ Club
Archetype Books
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
Art of Publishing Ltd.
Artpower International Publishers
ArtPostAsia
Artmedia
Ashmolean Museum Publications
Astrostyle Publishing
av edition GmbH

Bauer and Dean Publishers
Ben Uri Gallery & Museum
Beta-Plus Publishing
Books & Projects

Callwey Verlag
Cannibal/Hannibal
Carlton Books Ltd. 
Chameleon Books
Circa
Congedo

David Messum
Diane de Selliers
Delius Klasing

Ediciones El Viso
Ediciones El Viso America
Edition Lammerhuber
Editions Cercle d’Art
Editions du Chêne
Editions Gourcuff Gradenigo
Editions Norma
Editemos
Emons Verlag
E/P/A

Fine Arts Society/Atelier Books
Floating World Editions
Forma Edizioni
Foster + Partners
Franco Cosimo Panini

Gallimard
Gambero Rosso
Garden Art Press
Glitterati Editions
Grayson Publishing
Grupo Peñín
Guido Tomassi Editore

Hali Publications
Heel Verlag
Hoxton Mini Press
Hudson Hills Press

Images Publishing Group

Jaico Publishing House
Johan & Levi
John Adamson

KMW Studio

Lannoo Publishers
Lange Uhren
LACMA
Luster
Lyon Artbooks

M. Shafik Gabr
Macklowe Gallery
Mandragora
Mapin Publishing
Marquand Books
Merrick & Day
Monaco Books
Museum of Brands

National Galleries of Scotland
National Museums of Scotland
New Cavendish
Niyogi Books

Officina Libraria

Orchid Press
Papadakis Publisher
Pointed Leaf Press

Quart Architektur

Red Dot
Richard Dennis
Ridgewood Publishing LLC
River Books
Roli Books
Rovakada

Scala Arts Publishers Inc.
Scripta Maneant Editori
Shannongrove Press
ShareThatQuote.com
Shinkenchiku-sha Co., Ltd
Sieveking
Spacemaker Press
Stichting Kunstboek

The Artist Book Foundation
The Marg Foundation
Third Millennium Publishing/Profile 
Editions
This Side Up
Tongji University Press

Urban Jürgensen

Vadehra Art Gallery
Vendange Press
Verlag Kettler
Vinci Editons
Visionary World

Waanders & de Kunst
WBooks
Wartski 
Watchprint
Winterthur Museum
Wonderland

Publishers marked in bold are new  
for this season. 
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